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University budget 
cut by $_982,000 
-By Gary Langer before the Univ·ersity's budget 
The University System will cut could be decreased. 
have to cut $982,061 from its 1977 "Weare coming to hard times· 
fiscal year budget this semester, here," said Trowbridge. 
according to Director of Ad- Grant said that amount will be · 
ministrative Services Arthur deleted from the final quarter 
Grant. · payment (due this april) of the 
Richard Plumer, university 1976-77 biennial budget. 
assistant for public affairs, said Thomson's order dictates, in 
the cuts will come mainly from part, that 12 per cent of'the 
supplies and equipment, travel, University's current budget 
and personnel. <general expenses for the past six 
"Every attempt is being made months) will be clit, in-state 
to see that the educational travel will be !'.educed by 50 per 
process not be diminished," cent, out-of-state travel will be 
said Plumer. eliminated and no new personnel 
The University, rather than ac- will be hired. 
cept a 6 per cent across the The executive guidelines 
board cut as it has in past years, which apply to all state· depart-
has agreed this year t9 follow ments, "are not being enforced J 
Gov. Meldrim Thomson's w1tn;i heavy hand," according to 
executive order wnich dictates Trowbridge. "This is a very 
where the cuts will take place, in broad directive," he said. 
order to lessen the extent of the "The Upiversity System will · 
cut by $120,000. follow, but will have flexibility in 
State Senator Robert Trow- . applying, the executive order 
bridge, Chairman of the Sen- guidelines,'' said Grant. 
ate Finance Committee, said the Grant said "each campus (of 
,University's budget cut repre- the - u~iversity System) will 
sents its "fair share" of ffie· determine what it can do most ef-
state's $7.2 million deficit. fectively to save funds. These 
This deficit has been cut to ap- plans will go to the System's 
proximately $900,000 by way of executive board, which will 
state cfepartent budget cuts, such determine the flexibility of the 
as the University's. Trowbridge guidelines." 
said additional revenues will 
· have to make up that deficit BUDGET, page 7 
t 
Winter hit Durham hard in January, but some residents 
didn't mind at all <Pete Fait photo) 
INSIDE 
The Winnahs 
Two reporters for The 
New Hampshir~ 
worked in 




periences, plus some 
photos and im-
pressions by another 
staff member, ap-
pea.r in a mini-
mauguration section 
on pages 13-16. 
Friday January 28, 1977 Durham, N.H. 
University Chancellor Bruce Poulton presents the system's budget cuts to Rep ... John Tucker 
chairman of the advisery budget control committee <Ed McGrath photo> ' 
Legislatrire discusses plan 
to phase out Chancellor 
By Diane Breda 
New Hampshire Rep. Roderick 
O'Connor'(D-Dover), who is 
sponsoring House Bill 83 to 
eliminate the University System 
Chancellor position, said at a 
State House hearing Wednesday 
that he does not wish to eliminate 
the position. 
O'Connor said he instead wants 
a study done of the system's 
operations and finances. He said, 
''This is not the concept we 
· originally thought." 
nor's ·bill by calling it "a direct 
attempt to intimidate me because 
of my public position in op-
. position to faculty collective 
bargaining." O'Connor has been 
associated with the National 
Education Association, which is 
trying to unionize the UNH 
faculty; 
UNH President Eugene Mills 
told the committee, "A major 
reason for my oppo~ition tn 
- ,. 
House Bill 83 is that I believe a 
coordinated arrangement of in-
stitutions of higher learning 
makes good sense for the state of 
New Hampshire, both financially 
and in terms of the availablilty of 
di verse educational opportunities 
for students. 
Mills added, "I am committed 
to maintaining the special iden-
LEGISLA TURE, page 22 
· House Bill 83, also sponsored by 
Rep. Peter Hildreth CD-Laconia) 
and Rep. Michael Cornelius (D, 
Hanover), requires the UNH 
Board of Trustees lo develop a 
plan to phase out Chancellor 
Bruce Poulton's office by July 1, 
1978. 
UNH oil costs • rise 
Education Committee member 
Rep. Leo Lessard <D-Dover) said 
he was bothered by O'Connor's 
· testimony. "O'Connor was trying 
· to get the attention of the ad-
ministrators and the chancellor. 
Now he's asking for a review of 
the system. That should be 
another bill." 
·aov. Meldrim Thomson said he 
is opposed to the elimination of 
the chancellor position. 
Democrat Minority Leader 
Chris Spirou <D-Manchester) 
also opposed the bill. He said the 
system is. too new and has not 
been given a chance. 
The po§ition of chancellor was 
created by the legislature during 
the 1974 special legislative 
session to coordinate ad-
ministration between the four 
campuses of the University 
System. Those campuses are 
· Durham, Plymouth. Keene and 
the Merrimack Valley Branch in 
Manchester. 
Poulton responded to O.'Con-
By Jennifer Grant 
The price of oil used by the 
University increased 30 per cent 
this month. · 
Jerry Boothby, assistant to the 
director at tfle service depart-
men , said, "We don't anticipate 
a student surcharge at this point" 
due to the increased fuel costs. 
"Student Affairs has a built-in 
budget for this ty~ of increase," 
Boothby said. 
"We consider this increase to 
·be above the normal- operating 
costs. We'll have to wait until we 
consume this fuel before we can 
estimate how much aid will be 
necessary. If it is very high, we'll 
bring it to the state legislature in 
search of financial ai<l,'' said 
Peter Ohlenbusch, coordinator of 
Work Control. 
Despite this rise in cost, many 
thermostats are still being set 
above the 68 degree mark. The 
Memorial Union Building, 
library, Hamilton-Smith hall and 
UNH Theater 
Diane DeNicola acts 
in To Feel Like God, 
one of the three plays 
presented by The 
UNH Theater for it 9S 
4th Annual Under-
graduate Prize 
Production. Page 18. 
Murkland hall are all being 
heated to 70 degrees. , 
President , Carter has asked 
"all Americans" to lower th ir 
heat to 65 degrees to ·omwrve 
fuel. 
Some students and faculty feel 
that the temperatures in certain 
halls are uncomfortably hot. 
Russian Professor Fred Levinson 
in Murkland hall said, "The tem-
peratures in the classrQOms are 
much too hot, terrible. It's not 
easy for the students to concen-
trate with such high tem-
peratures. It really irritates me. 
that they won't turn them down." 
. A student in the MUB 
said, "They could turn it down a 
little. In the winter, people are 
prepared for the weather and 
dress heavily so that the tem-
peratures _need not be. so high in 
the buildings.' ' 
A custodian in the MUB said, "I 
OIL COSTS, page 24 
Sports 
A lot of different 
things happened in 
sports during the 
last month. Two 
coaches left, one 
team won't compete 
this year. the EC AC 
race is shaping, and 
the UNH hockey and 
basketball teams are 
winning. For a look at 




Gov. Meldrim Thomson's office has been receiving many calls 
since the governor's decision to lower the American flag at the 
state house in response to President Carter's pardon of Vietnam 
draft resisters, according to the Manchester Union Leader. 
A sampling of the comments were: . 
"Urge impeachment of Carter to be considered due to unac- . 
ceptedly dangerous and left amnesty action,''--Leslie R. George, ' 
Peterborough. 1 
"I thank Gov. Thomson for what he did. I met with a group of 
disabled veterans today and they appreciate what he has done," 
--Sam Romano, NYC. " 
"I love some of the governor's fiscal policies but he gets carried 
away with some of the political issues. I don't believe he has the 
right to lower the flag, "--Thomas Schrouder, Manchester. 
Thomson proclaimed this week as a period of mourning for 
those of New Hampshire who "sacrificed their lives and limbs in 
Vietnam and upon other battlegrounds of the world." 
World affairs 
'!be New Hampshire Council on World Affairs and the Foreign 
P·1Hcy Association of New York are co-sponsoring a series of 
lectures dealing with foreign affairs entitled "Great Decision 
1977" scheduled for Saturday, Jan, 29 at the New England Center. 
The all day program will focus on major issues in American -
foreign policy ranging from the spread of deadly weapons to the I 
food and population problems. . ~ 
Admission to the program is $15 · including luncheon and 
materials or $10 without luncheon. 
Careers 
What's it like to jump from the world of the student to the world 
of the employee'? A group of 10 recent UNH graduates will be 
returning to the campus to answer this question and more in a· 
panel discussion entitled Career1ssues and Answers, on Feb. 3 
at 7 :00 p.m. in the Senate-Merrimack room.at the MUB. 
Topics discussed will also include: how they obtained their 
present jobs; a description of the jobs; and the things they 
would do differently if they could start all over again at UNH. 
The program, held for the first time, is being jointly sponsored 
by Students forCareers and the Career Planning and Placement 
Center. Jerry Brody, assistant director of Career Planning said 
he feels tbe views that some of the panelists express will be a 
little "unexpected" and hopes for a large student turnoliC 
Drinking . 
A bill that may raise the legal drinking age from 18 to 20 in New 
Hampshire is being presented to the state legislature by Rep. 
Joseph Cote CD-Manchester). 
Cote said he voted m ra vor or Iowermg the 1e2a1 ctrlnking aae to 
18 in 1973. "I see where I was wrong and I'm willing to admit I 
made a mistake,'' he said. 
Twenty-eight states currently permit 18-year-olds to drink. 
Gene Hawley, principal of Winnacunnett High School' in 
Hampton favors raising the legal age to 19. 
Hawley focused on the problem of 18-year-olds in high school 
buying alcohol for younger students. 
Seabrook 
The Nuclear Regul.8tory Commission suspended an order bann-
ing construction of the Seabrook nuclear plant last Monday. 
The commission suspended for three days, from Feb. 4 to: 
Feb. 7, an order by the Atomic Safety a.nd Licensing Appeals 
Board requiring that almost all work stop at the Seabrook plant 
by Feb. 4. 
The commission said it will hold a hearing Feb. 7 to consider 
whether to uphold its appeals board. The Nuclear Regulatory 
Commissian has the power to overturn the ban against construc-
tion. · 
Spring registration 
a success for most 
By.Robert McCormack 
Registrar Stephanie Thomas 
called registration for the spring 
term a success, and said the 
process will ge used in the future. 
According to Thomas, those ' 
students who appeared at their 
appointed time took only seven 
minutes, on the average, to 
register. Last year students had 
to wait in line for over two hours 
in many cases, causing then 
Student Body President David 
Farnham to call for a change in · 
the registration process. . · 
Thomas, who took over as 
registrar last August, said that · 
the problem with long waiting 
lines was avoided this time by 
assigning fewer students to eac:h 
half-hour registration ,period and 
by admitting to the field house . 
only those students whose 
registration period it was. She 
also said there were 70 people 
working inside the field house, 
about 12 more than last fall, and 
the number of check-out lines 
was increased from three to five. 
Thomas said she has received 
no complaints, but has gotten ''an 
awful lot of praise. What really 
pleased me was late 
registration." 
Thomas said 1680 students 
were registered during late 
period, the process taking 35 
minutes on the average. 
Apparently, many students an-
ticipated another long wait in line 
but were pleasantly surprised to 
find it otherwise. One student 
said he heard "cursing and 
grumbling" beforehand frnm 
students who expected the worst. 
Student Body President Jim 
O'Neill said everything went all 
right from what he saw. 
As for future registrations, 
Thomas said the same process 
REGlSTRA TION, page 12 
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The Wakefield incident--
what really happened? 
By Walter M. Davis On Thunclay, more state of- returned to Wolfeboro and 
On the morning of Monday, · ficials came to conduct more developed their film. One of the 
Jan. 10, William McCarthy of tests at the pond. Using a power · photographs showed the two men 
Wakefield noticed that his pond saw, they chopped areas four feet ' that remained behind carrying a 
was melting. Two holes, about by eight feet around the holes. second package away from the 
three feet in diameter each ·had Meanwhile they dug a third ·hole pond to a second car, as Cathy · 
formed:near the edge of the pond at the outlet of the pond attempt- McCarthy had claimed. __ 
near his house, roughly thirty ing to drain it. Everyone that The state report on the inci-
feet apart from each other. was not involved .in their in- dent, the governor's press 
Since the pond had been solid vestigation were told to leave the .secretary, and Assistant At~or­
the day before, and temperature area, including McCarthy. ney General Smith said that only 
hung around five degrees above William Morrison and his science one package was taken from the 
zero, McCarthy decided to in- class from Brewster Academy polfa 
vestigate. · 
When he arrived at the hole, he 
saw on the bottom of the pond, in 
the mud, what appeared to be a 
black cube measuring about 
twelve inches to a side. After 
retrieving a stick six feet long 
from his barn, McCarthy probed 
at the-object. 
He found that the object was a 
hole that went' down the length of 
the stick. The pond is only three 
feet deep. 
The holes in the pond were not 
the only strange things hap-
pening at the McCarthy farm. 
."My watch, a new digital that I 
got for Christmas, suddenly start-
ed to show the hours flying by 
1lke seconds," said McCarthy. It 
stopped dead about twelve hours 
later. 
The Friday after the incident, 
three cats sat by the hole for 
hours in the night. Cathy McCar-
thy, William McCarthy's 
daughter said that her cats sat in 
the cold air of about two degrees. 
Another strange happening oc-
curred the night before the holes 
were discovered. "We had only 
been able to get channels si:Jc: and 
eight from Portland at our house 
·unt11 Monday. We were then able · 
to get channel thirteen, said Mc-
Carthy's wife Dorothy. She said 
that they went up to their antenna 
which is located under the roof of · 
the newer part of their house, and 
saw that it had turned on its own, 
so that it could pick up the third 
channel. 
McCarthy called a neighbor 
over to see the two holes, then 
called the Wakefield police. That 
was when things started to hap.: 
pen. 
Civil Defense from Concord 
was contacted. Two men came to 
the McCarthy farm with a car load· 
of equipment. After taking initial 
reading with radiation detectors, 
· the two men ran excitedly to their 
car, grabbed more equipment, 
took more reading, and ran back 
to their car saying, "My God, 
there's a lot of radiation down 
there," according to McCarthy. 
At 2:00 a.m. on Tuesday,. more 
people came to the pond and con-
ducted more test. By now the 
melting had covered over half of ! 
the 100 by 75 foot pond. These 
men also said that there was 
radiation in 'the pond. 
Winter .•• 
froin Wolfeboro were also told to 
leave. The Brewster J;(roup had 
come equipped with· radiation 
detectors and cameras· to do 
some of their own investigating 
at the pond. 
They waited away from the 
pond and posted one of the 
students in a tree with their 
camera. While the state men 
were digging around In the mud 
of the pond, the Brewster people 
were taking pictures of th~ 
proceeding. 
After about a half hour of 
digging, tt:.e state team. picked up 
a bag that, according to New 
Hampshire Assistant Attorney 
General Greg Smith, contained 
water, rocks and mud. These 
were taken to the state Depar-
tment of Public Heal.th to be 
tested. 
· Smith also stated that only one 
package was removed from the 
sight. This package was taken to 
a Public Health car that had been 
called in from Concord. 
When the package was taken to 
the car, all of the people from the 
state, press, and onlookers 
followed the package to the car, 
leaving only two men at the pond. 
Cathy McCarthy said that she 
saw these two men take a second 
package away from the pond to a 
second car located on the other 
side of the house, away from the 
crowd. 
She was not able to prove this, 
so no issue was made ef it. 
After all of the state people left, 
the Brewster team approached 
the pond, and took radiation 
readings. They were three or four 
times a hove the normal 
background readings. They 
·fbe governor's report on the· 
incident also stated that the high 
reading from the detection 
equipment was caused by the 
"low temperatures." A later 
check on th~ equipment showed 
that there is nothing wrong with 
the equipment in cold weather. 
Another part of the report said 
that there was no hole in the mud 
or any foreign object in the pond. 
McCarthy said "You can't say 
that there wasn't anything in the 
pond--the pond melted." 
Speculation amongst Wakefield 
residents and other.s as to what 
was in the pond ranges from 
fallen satellites or meteors to a 
fifty foot beast with fins that 
busted through the eighteen inch 
ice. 
Officials from the Air National . 
Guard Investigattons OCfice in 
Newington said that nothing from 
a jet or other aircraft was repor-
ted missing from Pease Air Fpr-
ce Bse. NASA reported no space 
debris that it was tracking fell 
A fifty foot monster would find 
it rather difficult to survive in a 
pond with an eighteen inch layer , 
of ice and equal thickness of 
water. 
The. McCarthys themselves 
have kept their sense of humor 
over the whole affair, Dorothy 
McCarthy can't figure out why 
there was so much fuss over such 
a small thing. William McCarthy 
figures that the state has found 
something but is not saying 
anything. "I have the feeling that 
I hav~ been ripped-off or I am 
going to get ripped-off in the 
spring." 
UFO, page9 
This man is enjoying one of the many outdoor recreational pleasures provided for by that 
"white stuff." At least he won't get stuck, and he certainly shouldn't have any parking 
problems. 
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Veterans gather · 
to protest pardon 
By Marion Gordon The Star SpaQgled Banner. The 
It was frigid .and clear like New Hampshire House .of. 
Inaugural Day last week, and Representatives Chaplain, 
another native Georgian was Reverend Milton Smith, 
spea.king about national ideals delivered an invocation. It had all 
and principles. But his audience the makings of an important 
was smaller and less inspired, event, but hardly anyone except 
response to President Carter's the veterans and the media 
pour· salt in old wounds than t-0 showed up. 
heal them. · "Anything'morally wrong can-
Approxima tely 100 members of not be patriotically right,"' Smith 
the Veterans..of Foreign Wars and said. He seemed to overlook the 
the American Legion gathered double~edged nature of his re-. 
Thursday afternoon at the State mark. The divisiven~•tn•cmght 
House in Concord to attend a about by the ·Vietnam war 
memorial service initiated by flourished in the words of some of 
Gov. Meldrim Thomson in the older vets. 
response to ·president Cart~r's "Love.it or l~ave it," said Clyde 
recent pardon of all draft Parris of American legian Post 
evaders. 49.iri Tilton. 
Both the state ffag and the P~rris, who fought in ~Europe 
national flag flew . aL half staff · durmg World War II, Siiid draft 
above the State Ho"'u5e.as ordered evaders were all ·~ju~t plain 
by Thomson. Veterans in uniform cowards." 
stood ·at attention at the foot of '-'Why should they enjoy what 
the steps. Some shivered so much we fought for?" Parris said. 
from the cold that the flags they Parris voted for President 
-were holding shook, too. Ca~ter, but after th~ pa_rdon, 
The Nashua Spartan's a high which he calls Carters biggest 
school marching band, played the mistake, he says he wouldn't vote 
. Hallelujah portion of Handel's for him again. 
Messiah. Six of the girls looked "He sho~d be given a ~ederal 
los.t and cold despite marching in coul"t. martial. ~e b~oke his oath 
place as they twirled rifles in- of office. 
steadoJbatons. - "I'm hurt and bitter, but I 
Si~ger Robert Thibault sang can't change it," Parris said. 
i( J.f1.· 
enate resident Alf Jacobsen (left> and approximately fOO others joined Gov. Meldrim 
Thomson in Concord yesterday , ·protesting President Carter's. pardon of Vietnam draft 
resiste1·s. <Wayne King photo) . 
Later Parris spotted a sign was doing. When asked if she He also said that a court suit 
worn by UNH student Wayne knew anyone affected by the par- b~ough_t by T~e American Civil 
King which said "Universal dop, Gesner said, ~·rn say no." L1berhes Um on on behalf of 
Amnesty f.ot' ·All" and ripped the A 24-year-:_0ld carpenter from Plymouth Se~ectman Robert 
sign off King·s jacket, saying, Nashua who drove the equipment Crowley , which . challenged 
"You don't know nothing about truck for the band said he Thomson s authority to order 
what's going on. Give me that wouldn't have come if he hadn't state flags to be flown at half 
sign." ..., . had to drive the truck. staff, hati been 10$t. 
Joy Gesner of Concord said she Thomson's speech lasted about The flags will fly at full staff 
didn't understand what Thomson five minutes. He recalled Gen. again after today .. 
.Less ~orm damage last 
fall than in oth er-ye8rs 
Douglas MacArthur's famous Melvin Burrowes of Concord 
response of "nuts" to Hitler's said he was disappointed in 
suggestion that he surrender. Thomson's response to Carter's 
"When Carter calls for a gen- pardon. Throughout the service, 
eral amnesty, I reply 'peanuts'," Bur~owes quietly held ~ sig,n 
said Thomson. quotmg one of the President s 
Thomson announced that the favorite sources: "Pardon our 
New Hampshire House of Repre- trespasses as we pardon those 
sentative$ had just passed by a who trespass against us." 
By Laurel Albano Traditionally, Stoke Hall resi-
Las t semester dorm dents incurred one of the highest 
damages, totaling $3,984.18 for all dorm damage fees of all dorm it.· 
21 dormitories, were lower than ory residents. 
they have been in pr;evious sem- At the beginning of the fall 
esters. · semester, the Office of Residen-
Structural damages including ' tial Life distributed a list of stu-
broken windows, doors.and light dent responsibilities in resident 
fixtures, which were billed to halls. This m~de stuqents aware 
dorms, totaled $2,386.18. barn- . of the pilling system used by the 
ages billed to individual students Unjv~rsity. At the end of each 
accounted for the' remaining month dorms receive a bill for 
$598. the damages. 
Costs were higher, however, This plan is "the hardest but 
for the general repairs made in fairest for all the students," sAys 
dorms, due to inflation. O'Sullivan. 
According to Malcolm A plan rejected by the Univer-
O'Sullivan, assistant director of sity would have involved askfng 
residences, damages in Stoke each student to make a damage 
Hall were down significantly. denosit. At the end of the semes-
Stoke's new security system, ter the money not used for dam-
which was instituted last fall, ages would be refunded; 
helped, although as O'Sullivan Another alternative was room 
said "it is not an air tight sys- rent readjustment. Dorms would 
tern." not be charged f 9r damages until 
He feels the · reason for the the end of the year. This would 
decrease in costs is because stu- result in room fees being raised 
dents have become more con- for next year's residents. 
cerned with the goings on and the By billing dorms each month, 
upkeep of their dorm. O'Sullivan feels students have an 
incentive to keep costs low. They 
will be as cautious as a person 
trying not to run up a phone bill 
each month. 
Other attempts being made to 
keep costs low involve the work 
study program. O'Sullivan said, 
"Student repair crews have 
brought costs down, but the pro-
gram is not in full bloom. t• 
An environmental committee is 
being emphasized as another cost 
cutter. Three programs for dorm 
improvement have been brought 
before them but only two have 
been supported and carried 
through. 
An air conditioner, fluorescent 
lights and a new coat of pain 
transformed the basement of 
Hitchcock into a study area. 
In Babcock Hall a terrarium 
and new furniture now gives their 
lounge a homier atmosphere. 
Futur-e plans incl.tide improve-
ment of the television room in 
Stoke and converting the store-
room in Christensen back into the 
lounge it once was. 
Up five-cents in MUB, vending machines 
2 to 1 margin a resolution against VETERANS, page 24 
amnesty. 
Over $9,500 spent 
snow remoVal • Ill 
More than three feet of snow 
visited .this campus during the 
Christmas holidays, and over 
$9,500 has been expended to get 
rid of the not so welcome guest. 
Hank Dozier, assistant director 
of the physical plant operation 
and maintenance <PPO&M>, said 
that PPO&M overspent, by 
$6,000, its $2,000 ~:iollar budget for 
overtime. In addition, ap-
proximately $1,500 has been 
spent on gasoline, sand and 
equipment repairs attributable to 
snowstorms, according to the 
Campus Journal. 
The Campus. Journal also 
reported 33 men worked· an 
average of thirty overtime hours 
each to shovel, plow and push the 
snow away. 
What has been called "an old-
fashioned winter" has created a 
very 'mo~ern problem-a budget 
overrun. However, operations 
will continue, said Dozier. 
"if.respective of whether the 
budget is depleted. 
"Dozier said that money would 
be gotten from other budget~ if 
needed, but in no case would 
there be a surcharge lo students. 
Coffee prices· rise at UNH, hut not by much 
~ ···· .·p···"'" . , ... ~" .. · ·.· . h·.; . ,,)/Jif.·':i'··.··. '.0:~ !}-_ ._·:=:·· -.,:.. ~ 
'~ ·~~ .. 
. ,,,,~ ............... ------. -· ' 
By Cindy Fernald 
Jn ~ase you haven't notieed, 
the price of a cup of coffee in the 
MUB went up a nickel over vaca-
tion. Along with the nickel candy 
bar, the 20 cent cup of coffee 
has become virtually an extinct 
spe_cies. 
The five cent increase reflects 
the rising price of wholesale 
coffee beans due to Brazil's crop 
failure last year. George Nagem, 
UNH Commissary Manager, 
explained that Brazil lost about 
75 per cent of its coffee crop last 
season and is now selling out of 
its reserves. 
"There has been a 35 per cent 
increase in coffee prices since 
last September," Nagem said. 
He expects there wtll be a 40 to 
50 cent increase in the price, per 
pound, of his next shipment as 
well. 
The price of yg.IJ.!f.irtg machin~ 
coffee at UNH also went up over 
semester break from 15 to 20 
cents. An employee -of · T & S 
Enterprises in Manchester which 
supplies the vending machines at 
UNH said there was a poss~bil­
ity of another . incr.ease if coffee 
prices continµe to rise. 
Leonard Martin, manager of. 
the MUB food service, said "You 
can't compare vending machine 
coffee with the coffee we serve at 
the MUB. We use an eight ounce 
cup and offer unlimited cream 
and sugar.'' 
New Hampshire buys coffee 
beans wholesale and sells them to 
all the state institutions. These in-
stitutions, .including UNH, also 
pay for l?rocessing and pa~kaging. 
"UNH buys a three monlp sup-
ply of coffee at a time," Nagem 
said. "the. last shipment of coffee 
cost almost three dollars per 
pound and it's almost used up. 
UNH goes through about 4,-000 
pounds of coffee each semester." 
Much of that coffee is sold at 
the MUB. Martin said the MUB 
cafeteria · goes through six to 
eight hundred cups of coffee 
every day. The MUB buys its 
coffee from the Commissary, so 
any increases there are inevit-
aWy reflected in the MUB's 
prices . 
Martin was very reluctant to 
raisE! pr.ices though. He surveyed 
local restaurants first to find the 
going price of a cup of coffee and 
found that il cost at least 25 
cents and went as high as 40 
cents. He feels that the MUB 
' price is reasonable and added· ~ 
that it will not be raised again 
this semester. 
Most of the students seem to 
have ac_cepled the new price 
without a murmur. Beverly 
Harrington. a senior, said. "I 
don't feel cheated ~ prices are 
higher cyerywhere. But I prob-
ably . will start drinking more 
tea." 
Some people are laking it even 
i·urther. rncy ormg m tfie1r own 
lea bags, cocoa mixes and instant 
soup mixes. William Morris even 
carries a jar of in~tant cQff ee 
around with him in his knapsack: 
He said. "Hot water is free." 
PAGE FOUR 
Sun. &Mon. 
President Eugene Mills . 
Jan. 30 & 31 
Sean Connery 
"THE NEXT MAN" 
6:30& 8:30 . 
f'WJ1~.. #'IA v.-. Ai llf t I V •• ~tl"imfi 91 .... H 11 ~ .. , e I• ' 11 ... 'llml••• 
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Trustees • review state liiws 
By , Bernadette Mulkern Rock refused to comment until 
The University System Board after the Board of Trustee Com-
of Trustees will appoint a com- mitee r~views the bylaws and 
mittee to do a broad study in- comp~stlon. 
eluding a review of the New , · Imhally Rock proposed the 
Hampshire state laws the Board 1 legislation because there was "a 
of Trustees by-laws a~d general , possible conflict of interest when 
governance of all the campuses. they <the preside~ts> are sitting, 
Trustee Richard A. Morse said on the hm1rrl wh1r.h muses OT\ 
the committee would be announ- their work" 
ced within a couple days. UNH President Eugene Mills. 
Accordil')g to Arthur Grant, Plyn:iouth State College 
director of administrative ser- President Harold E. Hyde and 
vices, there has been no thoro1,1gh Keene .state College President 
review of the laws since 1963 L(!O Redfern are opposed to 
when UNH, Plymouth State losing the privilege to. vote on the 
College, and Keene State College Board of Trustees. . 
became the University System. "I would care very much about 
The question of whether or not maintaining the PresidPnt'~ mi 
presidents of the University and the board," said Mills. 
the two state colleges could vote Plymouth State President Hyde 
on the Board of Trustees will be said it would be "unfortunate in 
included in this reveiw. our system to drop· this ·direct 
The·committee will be studying representation;'_' . 
the ideal composition of Board of When he ·became president of 
Trustees. Plymouth State, Hyde said that 
Trustee and State Senator D. he "understood each campus 
Alari Ro~k is withholding in~ might'have an official sp?kesman 
troduction of a piece of legislation to make sure that a feelmg could 
which would keep the presidents get to the board." 
from voting on the university's Redfern said the "membership 
Board 1of Trustees, according to of the president was an intrical 
an article in the Campus Journal. par.t of t~e agreeme~t to have the 
Rock agreed not to introduce University System .. 
this bill at this time until he sees According to Redfern, the 
results of that co~mittee said g.rowing complex University 
Morse. ' System needs the active presence 
Earn Extra Money 
Student.s ! Earn extra money by 
delivering The Boston Globe in 
yourdorl)l or ~partment building· 
Contact Howie Wa,rren 
Community Mat~~t A 4 .868-7093 
and full participation of the 
president to contribute 
professional insight and a source 
of knowledge to make intelligent 
and farsighte1 decisions. 
Morse said there was _substan-
tj;:i I sentiment to retain the 
presidents on the Board. 
The special Board of Trustees 
committee to be appointed will 
study the University-by-laws to 
review inconsistencies and in 
adequacies, said Grant.-
, "There has been no thorough 
review of laws since 1963;" said 
Grant. 
Since this time there have been 
steps underway . to make the 
_,.. Merrimac Valley Branch a 
separate institution. 
The state Jaws do not recognize -
the existence of the Merrimac 
Valley Branch, according to 
Grant. 
.!Let's face it! -







Sat. Feb. 12th at 9:30 p.m. 
Granite State. Room, MUB 




15 per cent 
tax and service 
- Round trip jet flight from 
Boston to Daytona Beach 
- Transfers from airport to 
motel 





15 p~r cent 
tax and service 
- Round trip motor coach 
tour to Daytona Beach 
-Free beer enroute 
ilotb Tours Include 
*Oceanfront accomodations for eight days and seven nights at the Summit Beach Motel. 
*Free live entertainment nightly at the "Safari Patio," "Hole," and "Wreck Bar." 
*Free Beer nightly for one hour. 
*Two barbeques 
*Discounts at various Daytona establishments_ 
*Services at Beachcomber Staff · 
*Options - Walt Disney World, Kitchenettes, Deep Sea Fishing, and More 
Jet Deadline for sales - 30 days before departure 
·LIMITED SP ACE AVAILABLE! 
RESERVE NOW! 
CONTACT: Nancy Carbonniau 
862-2723 or 868-9856 
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Durham caught more than its share of snow during January break, and students returning 
this week must C(Jntend with what is left. In the two major January snowstorms, the Durh~m 
area received almost three and one-half feet of snow. The University was closed for three 
working days, Service Department personnel worked a lot of costly overtime to remove snow, 
and employees must have begun to wonder whether the accumulation would reach the clock on 
· Thompson Hall. <Peter Fait photo) 
Are moner & securitr among 
1our career objectives! 
Then Court Reporting is for you. 
Today's business world presents a number of obstacles: 
age versus youth, transfer and relocations, restricted job and 
financial advancement; company politics. None of these is 
a worry for the Court Reporter. 
It's that kind of a career. 
Freelance Reporters may be associated with a Reporting 
Agency, which sends them out on assignments, or tbey may 
go into private practice on an individual basis. To gain ex-
perience, most cnoose to begin their careers by joining an 
agency. Their clients, who are lawyers both in and out of 
government, as well as corporate and union officials, retain 
these highly paid experts to handle a variety of assignments: 
grand jury proceedings, coroners' inquests, pretrial deposi-
tions, legislative sessions, union contract negotiations, town 
board meetings-anywhere a verbatim record is needed. And 
each is-lucrative. 
Official Reporters practice their profession exclusively 
within a court system, state or federal. The presiding judge 
makes the appointment. The Congress, the United Nations, 
and various commissions of federal, state, and county units 
of government also appoint f1.1il-time Reporters. 
If this sounds like the career you've been looking for, 
then .. : 
Send for free booklet Shorthand Reporting as a Career, 
and list of NSRA Approved Training Programs. Please enclose 
a self-addressed stamped #10 envelope. 
National Shorthand Reporters Association 
Suite 608 
2361 South J,efferson Davis Highway 
Arlington, Virginia 22202 
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FRIDAY, January 28 
BOOKRUSH: Granite State Room, MUB, 8 a.m.-4:20 p.m. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER- Undergraduate Prize Production, 
Hennessy Theatre, 8 p.m. Students$2.SO; General$3. 
MUB PUB: "Eastwood Peak," 8 p.m. 
SA TU RDA Y. January 29 
MEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE WINTER TRACK: Bates & 
Vermont, Field House, 12 p.m. 
WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE BASKETBALL: Worcester 
State, Field House, 1 p.m. 
MEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE WRESTLING: B.C., FieJa 
'' House, 7 p.m. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER: Undergraduate Prize Production, 
Hennessy Theatre, 8 p.m. Students$2.SO; General $3. 
MUB PUB: "Eastwood Peak," 8 p.m. 
SUNDAY, January 30 
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, 8 p.m. 
MONDAY, January 31 
BOOKRUSH: Granite State Room, MUB, 8 a,m.-8:20 p.m. 
GRADUATE REGISTRATION: Strafford Room, MUB, 
8:45-11:45 a.m. and 1:30-4 p.m. Part-time & evening grad-
uate students register at Registrar's Office, 5:30-7;30 p.m. 
MUBPUB: UNHJazzBand, 8 p .m. 
TUESDAY, February 1 
BOOKRUSH: Granite State Room,. MUB, 8 a.m.-4:~0 p.m. 
MEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE GYMNASTICS - Boston State 
Pield House, 2:30 p:fn. 
WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE GYMNASTICS: Boston 
State, Field House, 2:30 p.m. 
MEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE BASKETBALL: Holy Cros.c;~ 
Field House, 8 p.m. 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE is published and distribµte_d _!!.~mj­
weekly throughout the 'academic year. Our offict>s are located 
in the Memorial Union Building, Durham, N.11. o:~824. Phone 
862-1490. Yearly subscription $7._ Second class postage, paid at 
Durham, N.11 . 10,500 copies printed at Castle Publications in 
Plaistow, N.11. 
I WINTER BOOTS I 
Still a good selection 
At Low Discount Prices! 
Sorel Leather -Top Pacs 
Waterproof Insulated Boots 
Famous Brand Hiking Boots 
f WHYPAYMORE? \ 
ED'S1A~0~~oE BAR 
N .H. 's Largest. Shoe Store 
OPEN MON-SAT 'til 9:00 
.------~---~--------------- ~~--~--~~ 




27 Italian Medical and Veterinary 
Sch<?_ols Accept American Students 
, I Medical and veterinary school ~spirants who are thinking .:if applying to Italian medi-
cal schools, and their families, must act immediately. New Italian government regula-
tions require that preinscription applications be filed with Italian Consulates before 
April 15, for consideration for medical and veterinary school admission in 19n. 
27 distinguished Italian medical schools accept Americans. Several hundred Ameri· 
cans now are studying at Italian medical and veterinary schools. Medical, dental and 
veterinary school aspirants who need assistance in language and cultural orienta-
tion and preparation before, during and after medical school to enable the practice of , 
medicine in the U .S., should cont.act the Institute of lntemational Medi:::al Education. I 
The Institute has helped more Amer1eans enter Europe~n meJ1cal and veterinary 
schools than any other organization. Advanced placement for holders of science 
post-graduate degrees. · 1 I 
I 
.INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL EDUCATION I 
Chartered by the Regents of the University of the State of New York 1
1 3 E. 54 St., New York 10022 • (212) 832-2089 
i -------- ----------------------- __ ! 
r· 
! 
I ,, ....... >Jin 





















Bl )I lKSTOHt-: l'LOSf<:D 1n:t{(:\(i IH'SH AT Tm: '.\IUB: The 
l'\11 1\1.,okstorl'. lli•wilt I fall. will hl' dost•cl durin~ hookrush uc, 
li\· it~ al lht• \ll'B. I 24-t/2. lkpartm(•rlls rm~· mail in lransfrr 
orders for processing during this period. No "Walk-I ·· T o · 
canb(•filledfroml / 17-2111. n · .s 
l"\11 C'.\TEHI\(; SElt\' (( 'E : We will t·nntinm• to,offt•r complete 
lood and bl•n•ragl' tundion :wrviet• for your eom·<·nil'nce. f<'or in-
formation contact HJ. 2-24S:J. in the MUB. 
lll'\l:\\ Si':Xl':\LITY DAY : <'oming to l'\11 !\larc.h Isl. 
lll'\I;\\ SEXl':\l.IT\' <..;IWL'PS: :\talc/Female Relationships. 
female SC'xuality and Body Image. ,Male Sexuality. Sex and 
( ·ommunicalion. SPX and.l'arPnts. Tlwsl' workshops will explon• 
in-dl'pth f('t'lings. <ill itmlt•s ;t111l l1l'hit\'inrs in !tit• ill't'il or st•xuality. 
Sign up hy Frida~·. Ft'i1ruar~· 4 wilh Amw Dubois. flood lloust'. 
2nd floor. or call 2-1911i . 
s1<:1<: .1os1<: (;!men: l>ori't miss this world ramous na·nwneo 
da1tl't•1· in om• of his last pt•rformant'l'S . The Sp1111bh section hopc•s 
to take· a 1111~ load to tlw aflt•nJnon p<'rformmu . le in l\.lanchl•s!Pr on 
Satunby. f<'l•lwuary:; at :1 p.111. tJnjy $! .!1:, for studl•nts; $2.!15 for 
otht•t·s. To rl's<•n·t• your st•al eontaet lldt•n Evans, :!-121~. 
l\lurkland 20!1. 
(;,\\' :\WAIU::\ESS l:Wll'P : Sponson•d h~· ('ou11sding & 
Tl'stinJ,!. l'n•ry }\'Pd11C'sd<1y. !Ip.Ill . First lll<'<'ling on Wl•chwsday. 
l'l'hru.ar~ :t 11t ( 'ounsdi1!}! ( '<•ntN 111 Sd10fit•lcl llousl'. llp.1i1 
l'\11 ('(L\'.\BEH l'll<lHl'S :\l ' DITIO:\S · S<•t• Dr. He11r~· Wing. 
M-101 PCAC. Music Dept. 
CAREER 
C:\H1<:1<:H ISSl'l•:s & :\\SWf<:HS : Parwl discussion. qul·stion & 
an~Wl'r stt~s iun \1·ith !I rl'l'<•nt l''.1<11 grm1uall'S. Topic;; will includt· 
thPir olit:"1i1111w11t i1f tlwir f>l'l'Sl'nt positions. adjustment to th<• 
1101 lcl of work. and things tlwy might do diffel'ently now . Spon 
sort>cl hy Studl'nts for ( 'an•1•r!< an1l ( 'al'l'l'r l'l,anning & Placl'llH'nt , 
Thurscla~·. 1-'d>ruar~· :s. at lp ,m . Sl'tut1P·l\krrimack Hm .. l\ll ' B. 
TE:\( 'Ill:'\(; < ':\HEEHS l>IWI' I.'\ : Informal Sl'Ssions will ~·x-. 
p]ol'(' l'<ll'l'('J'S 111 t•dut'atioll ... tt•aehing. COUi1selJ11g, ad -
ministration. etc .. Tuesday. 1-'ebruary I at 6::!0 p.m . . · 
Carel'r Planning & PlaeemC'nl. :m:i Huddleston. 
IU·:Sl"\•E WHIT!.'.'<<; WOHKSllOI' : Sc•ssions dt•vot<•cl lo J!lh-
1-tl'll ini.t t<•l'llniq111•s . . r<•sunn-s. cm·<•r ll•lt<•rs. t•ll' .. Wl•<h1l-sda~:., 
i''d1ruary '!at 1i ::11111.lll . <"an'l'I' Planning & plael•nwnf. 20:1 Uurl-
clh•s11111. 
the new hampshire 
needs 
CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS 
S'ITDl-::Yrs i''OH Tiii<: V!'.;IVf<:l{SITY: SU provides information 
to tlw l<tate ~on•rmncnl ahout :;tud(•nt issues and hopes to im-
prove relations between the University and the NH state govern-
ment. SU works with similar groups at Keene State College, 
Plymouth Stall• Colll'g<'. and thl• Merrimack V<illl'Y Branch and 
maintains l'ontact with th<• Offi<.·l• of the Chancellor of the Univer-
sity Syst<'llL Sl ' is curn•ntly working on a studl'nt truste<> hill and 
tlw Llni\'l'rslt\' ~~·st<•m's budget. h1tcresl<>d in working with SU'? 
( 'ontal'I Debbie Mekelatos. 862-1945. 
l''.'\11 STl'DE'.';T PHESS : ,\m·onc• irtll'rl'Stl'd in contrihuti11g to 
thl' Spring issm• of .Juris lln<u:sitor. l':'<ll's l<>gal p~hlitation. is. 
1mit!'cl t11 att<·ml a nwPting on !l.l'onday .• January :11. at 7 p.m .. 
Student Press Office, MUB .. 153.1 
l'\11 .J-11 ('OLU.:<..;IAT!o: ('1.l"B : Busirwss ml'l'ling. Tuesday. 
February I. at ll p.m., Carroll ft.!n .. MUB. 
ALPHA EPSILON DELTA : Meeting, Tuesday, February l, at . 
6 p.m., lddles LIOI. 
S'ITDK\'T Sf<::-<An: i\lf<:f<:TIN(i · Monday. J;muary :11. at 4~i 
p.m ., McConnell :n 4. 
CLUB SPORTS 
\\11\11'::\'·s 1n: 11\J('KK\' : l;Nll \'S . Boston ('olh•g<'. f<'ri~av . 
'.January ?II. at .J p.111 .: l ' '.';11 \'S. Uni\' . of Conn. Saturcla~'. 
.Januar~· :!!I. at 4 p.m .: l''.';11 \'s. Dartmouth liniv . 'l'Ul'sda.v. 
February 1 •• at 4 p.m ., Snivel)! Arena. 
WO:\JE'.'<'S 1n: 110('1\f<:Y PIL\('TH'f<: : Moncfay . 7-11 a.m .: 
Tut-:;<h1~. 7-11 a.111. : Wl'(lrwsday. H::IO- II <1 .111 .. Thursday. 7: Hl-!1 ::111 
p .m . 
RELIGION 
< 'A\Jl'l 'S ('Jtt:S,\Df<: f<'OH ( 'lllUST : I Jitily Prayer l\fr<'I ing. 
Monday-f<'riday~ 7::J0-8a.m .. MUB 320. 
CAMPl'S. CRUSADE FOR CHRIST : College Life. Fricfay, 
.Ian.liar) :!!I. al 7 : :rn p Ill . ('ommull'I' Loung<•. 1\1l'B 
l'.\Tt-:H \':\HSITY ( ' JlltlSTI,\:\ Ff<:LLtlWSllll' : !\kl'tin!-\. 
Friday .. bnuar~ :!ll, at 7 11.m . llillshoro-Sulli\-;111 Hm .. !\ll'.\ . 
B:\11,\'I (if<:T Tll<if<:'rilf<:H : Bring tri\'l~ls. Saturda~·, .lanuar~ 







going to give you one 
emphatic statement 
about the future 
of the 
computer industry 
and the future 
of your career. 
APPLY! 
If you have a degree in Electrical Engineering. Computer Sci-
ence. or Business. contact your placement office for further 
details. Digital Equipment Corporation is an equal opportunity 
copy readers reporters 
employer, m/ f. 
photographers 
photography editor 
These a re PAID positions 
GO, BLUE! 
WILDCAT HOCKEY SPECIAL 
~nmnomn 
digital equipment corporation 
MUSOMUSOMUSOMUSOMUSO 
WANTED 
1 Secretary- Paid Positon. Interest in 
programming and involvement needed. 
• 
Secretarial skills of minimal ·importance 
, 
I 
JOIN C.oach Charlie Holt and the UNH Hockey Team during the month of 
February as they continue their drive toward a home ice berth in the 
ECAC play-offs. ALSO .. 
.. 
HERE is a great opportunity to support the BIG BLUE as they go on the 
road to face Boston College, tale, Dartmouth, Providence, and the 
University of Ven11>nt. 
THE University Transit/Kari-Van System 1n cooperation with the Athletic/· 
Recreation Ticket Office is offering a complete package of round trip 
coach and reserve seat ticket ell for the price of $6.50. 
RESERVATIONS DllY be made at the Athletic/Recreation Ticket Office 
located in ROORI 148 of the Field House ·or by calling 862-1853. 
THE schedule of trips with departure times are as follows : 
Bus Departure Time - Bos ton college Tuesday, Feb. 1 4:30 p.m. 
Saturday, Feb. 5 Y.ale Un1versi-ty 10:30 a.11. 
Tuesday, Feb. 15 Dartmouth _Cellete 4:30 p.M. 
Thursday, Feb. 17 . Providence Gollege 4:00 p.m • 
Tuesda,y, Feb. 22 University of Ven11>nt 3:88 , ••• 
All buses will depart from the Field House. All hockey games . 
begin at 7:30 p.m. with the exception of the Yale game at 4:00 p.m. 
MUSO is starting a publicity committee to work on 
all phases of our advertising. Members would 
receive passes to" MUSO events as well as other 
benefits. Joi·n now for fun, experience,· <;Jnd profits! 
Interested in the above positions? 
Come by M USO Room 148 of the MU B 
or call.862-1485. 
MUSOMUSOMUSOMUSOMUSO 
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University budget slashed Wunder the Panty Pantyhose 
BUDGET 
continued from page 1 
Vice Provost of Budget and 
Administration Alan Price said 
"nearly $700,000" of the cut will 
come from UNH. "We are now 
identifying where the cuts will 
take place," said Prince. He said 
deans and department heads at 
UNH have been asked to evaluate 
where cuts can take place in their 
areas. 
Prince said the amounts that 
each area has been asked to work 
with "are not and should not be 
available," because "they 
become gospel when they appear 
in print." 
The projected cuts from each 
department could be misinter-
preted because they will come 
from different areas and may 
fluctuate, said Prince. 
Vice Provost for Academic Af-
fairs David Ellis admitted that 
the cuts will cause the academic 
quality of the University to 
deteriorate. but said he hopes to 
preserve the effectiveness of 
courses at UNH as much as· 
possible. 
Dean of Liberal Arts Alan Spitz 
said his college has been given an 
approximate cut figure of 
"around $75,000." 
"Our top priority is to make 
sure that the instructional 
facilities are preserved," said 
Spitz. He said the approximately 
5 per cent of the liberal arts cut 
could come from elimination of 
courses and course sections. 
· Spitz said that five sections of 
English 401 and two sections of 
English 501 were cut this 
semester "in context of our 
overall budget planning. We 
never have enough money to 
make full course offerings," he 
said. 
· ''There would be dis.may if we 
could not meet the travel needs of 
our staff," said Spitz. He sajd·the 
travel budget would be reduced, 
not cut. 
English Department Chairman 
Donald Murray said that to beef-
foctivo, Unh,or~ity prof essors 
"must reach out of state. . I am 
concerned with a UnivPr~ity 
that can' t support faculty 
travel," he said. 
"We have here a dangerous 
erosion," said Murray. "We don't 
have any fat to cut." 
Dean of the College of 
Engineering and Physical Scien-
ces Richard Davis said suppiies 
and equipment expenditures are 
being restricted "very 
critically." Davis, who said his 
college was asked to cut about 
$40,000, said "the quality of labs 
wfll deteriorate.'' 
Davis said enrollment in scien-
ce courses will be limited 
because there are "no resources 
to increase them." 
Dean of the College of Life 
Sciences and Agriculture Harry 
Keener said his college does not 
plan . to fill vacant positions but 
that there willl be no operating, 
travel, or equipment cuts. 
Jan Clee, dean of the Whit-
temore School, said his depar-
tment was ·asked to cut 1,3 per 
cent of its budget, which is 
$14,994. Clee said most of the cuts 
· will come from operating expen-
ses, although films and guest 
speakers will be eliminated from 
some courses. 
Microbiology Department 
Chairman Galen Jones said sup-
plies and equipment purchases 
have been halted in his depart-
ment. "We can't order anything 
new.at all," he said. 
G.L. Klippenstein, chairm~n of 
the biochemistry department, 
said "there have been no cuts on 
Birth defects 
are forever. 
nless you help. 
March of Dimes 
the biochemistry department as M. Evans Munroe, math depar-
of now. What happens in the tment chairman, said his depar-
f~ure remains to be seen." 1 tment has. "curtailed some 
Regularly$l.59 Now $1.29 
Chemistry Department Chair- · irrtmediate:-1 expenditures. We're 
man C.L. Grant said his depar- holding back on' some things we 
tment ''has been required to should be buying but we don't 
earmark a specific amount that need today." 
may be. returned. "We're to "My impressions is that where 
operate our budget on the assum- cuts are possible now, they are 
ption that a cut will take place," taking place," said Sociology and 
he said. Grant said the cut will Anthropology Department 
"hurt the labs drastically. " Chairman Richard Downs. 
Also see our selection · 
- of opaque stockings 
~~ (ARE PhARMACY ~-A,~ Ll••c .51·53 M11n St . DURHAM NH 
Dl.t 161-2210 
Students ... Welcome Back to 
the snow, classes, parties 
and Great Savings at our 
ANNUAL MID-WINTER 
SALE 
for guys ... 
Rip Stop NylonPRIME NORTHERN DOWN PARKAS 
reg. $60 
~- Warm 100 per centCreslanJOGGING SUITS 
Y'7. 
/i reg. $19 · · 






Stallion Cotton/Poly Blend T-NECKS 
~ reg. $7 2 for $9.99 
Famous GANT RUGBY SHIRTS 
reg. S 16 
Imported, Ribbed, Acrylic TURTLE NECKS 
reg. S 16 
for gals ... 
Selection of JEANS 
Values to S24 50.per cent off 
Stylish CO.RDUROY JUMPSUITS 
reg. $40 - $29 
H.1.s. & Landlubber COAT & BIB DRESSES 
Values to $30 "'25 per cent off 
Assorted DENIM VESTS 
Values to $25 50 per cent off 
Selected SKIRTS 
Values to $25 50 per cent off 
Many TOPS & BLOUSES 
Values to S 17 from$7.99 
Main Street Downtown Durham 
. ·~1 /I 
):/;::· ) ;. ;) 
I i" -_-\ . _/ 
l 
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Recreational Sports 
WOMEN'S 
IN TRAM URALS 
Women's Touchfootball 
TA-TAAA! In the UNH vs 
UMASS Women's Intramural 
Touch Football challenge at 
Amherst BEAN'S BOMBERS 
beat THE UMASS SOWS 14-0 to 
bring the UMass - UNH Intra-
mural trophy for its first visit to 
UNH. I expect this trophy's visit 
will last several years! · 
Congratulations to: Colleen 
Bean, Paula Anania, Kim Ashton, 
Carol Bickford, Marty Fuller, 
Betty Lauzierre, Jane Truncellito; 
Gale White, Lorraine White, 
Wendy Larson, Kathy Sanborn. 
Bowling 
Williamson II roled past eleven 
other contending Women's Bowl-
ing teams to. win all-€ampus 
title and t-shirts Pix Bradley, 
Cathy Hobbs, Maureen O'Leary, 
Chris Todaro, Bonnie Jorgenson 
and Joyce Trebino proved to be 
the best of fourteen bowlers in the 
individual tourney. 
Basketball 
AFU emerged victorious from 
the hard-fought Class A finals 
against the Bionics in Women's 
Basketball. These six women 
topped a field of 130 particip~nts; .-
Toots Falcone, Sara Phillips, Sue 
Plaine, B~av Rockwell, Wendy 
Waybright and Mary Rubison. 
The Scott team took the Class B 
tttle. 
Golf 
Sue Plaine retained her title 
from last year as top woman IM 
golfer with a score of 90. 
Cross Country 
Karin Von Berg crossed the line 
aheaa Of all other female conton-
ders in this fall's Cross-Country 





To ·be announced 
Swim Meet 




Tennis, singles, doubles 




Twenty-nine teams played a 
total of 76 games over a period of 
two months. Jacunski's Army. 
won the all campus champion-
ship with a 12-8 victory ever 
Sigma .Beta and the opporhmity 
to play the University of Mass-
.· ad1usetts intr&fllNtl"al chalftPions 
at Amherst. 
·soccer 
Thirty-two teams c~ in 
94 games over a two and a half , 
month period. 1-:-Ho~e and _ 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon. played the 
champianship game with I-House 
winnin~ 2-1 in overtime. 
Goff 
On a beautiful day at the 
·Rockingham Country Club 52 
would be Arnold. Palmers partic-
ipated in intramural golf with 
Hunter winning the team honors. 
Dave Berman, TKE, shot a fine· 
78 for individual low score. Sue 
Plaine sho1 an 81 to lead the 
women; 
Cross Country 
Seventy-one men and women 
competed in the annual cross 
country 1 run. The Wonders were 
the team winners and Jean 
LeJacq of Lord Hall posted the 
best time at 13:54. 
One-On-One 
Mike Casimiro of Williams was 
the winner in a single elimination 












To be announced 
Swimming 
Ice Hockey 
Ice hockey, one of the most 
popular sports run by the recre-
ation Department, wiU be the 
second round of competition dur-
ing the second semester. The 
leaders of the seven leagues are: 
Fraternity, ATO, 6-0-0, Dorm B, 
Williamson A, 6-0-0, Ind. A, Mad-
bury Madmen, 5-0-0, Ind. c, 
Colombo Kids, 4-0-1, Dorm A, 
Randall A, 5-0-1, Dorm C, Alex-
ander K 6-0-0, Ind. B, Cheetahs, 
5-0-'0. 
CO-REC 
IN TRAM URALS 
Volleyball 
The champion Co-Rec volley-
ball team, another group of 
Bean's Bombers will go to Boston, 
February 13 to compete against 
Boston area schools in a Schlitz 
sponsored extramural . compet-
ition. GOOD LUCK, BOMBERS. 
May the tradition of Amherst 
continue. Paula Anania, Colleen 
Bean, Marty Fuller, Mark Gori, 
C. Jones, G. Jones, Paula 
Rockwell, Jerry Stone, Gale 
White, Kathy Sanborn. 
SQUASH CLUB . 
The Squash Club also competes 
with many of the schools in the 
area. They practice on Tuesday~ 
nights from 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. 
on the Field House courts. Beth 
men and women are encouraged 
to join. 
TABLE TENNIS CLUB 
Though inactive for a year, 
interest has been shown to start 
up the Club again. New members 
are welcome to attend the organ-
izational meeting. 
TRAP AND SKEET CLUB , 
Competes in many tourna-
ments throughout New Engla-00. 
MEN'S VOLLEYBALL 
The Volleyball Club opens its 
season on February 12 at 
Amherst and play continues 
through a ten game season. The 
men practice on Tuesdays from 
8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. and on 






Innertube Waterpolo · 
Couples Bow ling 
To be announced 
Softball 
Tennis Doubles 
Table Tennis Doubles 
FIGURE SKATING CLUB 
The Figure Skating Club meets 
on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 
12:30 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. and on 
Monday night from 7:30 p.m. to 
9:00 p.m. Instruction is offered in 
both figure skating and dance. 
FRISBEE CLUB 
~The UNH Ultimate Frisbee 
Club, New England Champions, 
also had a 1[ery successful fall 
finishing with five wins and only 
one loss. The club will be spon-
soring an All-Campus Tourna-
ment on February 6 from 8: 00 
a.m. to 1: 00 p.m. 
MOTORCYCLE CLUB 
This fall the club sponsored a 
weekend trailrides as well as 
competing in two enduro races. 
The_club stresses safety and fun 
on motorcycles. 
ORIENTEERING CLUB . 
The club takes part in meets 
throughout New England as well 
as offering instruction._-tn one of 
the newer sports activities. 
MARTIAL ARTS 
· The UNH Club Sports Program 
offers instruction in three of the 
Martial Arts disciplines. 
The Judo Club meets Tuesday 
and Thursday nights from i: 30 
p.m. to 9:30 p.m. in the Wrestling 
Room of the Field House. Expert 
instruction is offered at no 
charge. 
The Tae Kwon Do Karate Club 
meets Monday through Thursday 
from 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. in the 
Fencing Room of New Ham-
pshire Hall. Instruction is offered 
by Mr. Ho Zoo Lee. There is a 
charge of $30 per semester. 
The Sikaran Karate Club meets 
Tuesday through Thursday from 
7:00 p.m. to 9;00 p.rn. in the Fen-
cing Room of New Hampshire 
Hall. Instruction is offered and a 
nominal fee is charged. 
RUGBY CLUB 
'I1le Rugby Club finished their 
fall season with a three wins, six 
lesses, and one tie record, drop-
ping a number of very close 
decisions. They have ten games 
scheduled for the spring, practic-
IRI Tuesdays through Thursdays 
at 4:00 p.m. when the weather 
clears. 
SAILING CLUB 
.. The Sailing Club competed in 
. eleven regattas during the f~ll, 
with the highlights being a first 
pial!e finish at Bowdoin, a third 
place finish at Boston University 
and two fourth .place finishes at 
Tufts and Stonehill. The club also 
sponsored a very successful · All-
Campus regatta which was won 
by Bill Bonard and Jed Dearborn 
of TKE. The club meets on Mon-
days at 6:30 p.m. in the Hillsboro 
Room of the MUB. 
WEIGHTLIFTING CLUB 
The club members work out 
individually in the weight rooms 
in the Field House and in the 
basement of Congreve Hall. A 
meet is being planned for the 
spri11g. 
FENCING CLUB 
Inactive in the past, interest 
has been shown to get the Fenc-
ing Club going again. All inter-
ested persons should show up at 
the first meeting, Tuesday, 
February 3 at 7:00 p.m. in the 
Hillsboro Room of the MUB. 
CREW CLUB 
The UNH Crew Club, continu-
ing the excellence that it has 
shown in the past, started the 
1976-1977 season with a very 
successful faff campaigp. The 
women's four, composed of Liz 
Hills, Barb Hills, Colleen Fuerst, 
Andy Cianchette and coxswain 
Suzanne Gallagher won the Head 
of the Connecticut regatta and 
finished second at the Head of the 
Charles. Liz Hills, a- member of 
the U.S. Olympic Team this past 
summer, also finished fourth in 
the women's single sculls at the 
Head of the Charles. The 
women's eight captured the 
Worcester Invitational Regatta. 
The eight was made up of Liz and 
Barb Hills, Andy Cianchette, 
Colleen Fuerst, Caroline Radlow, 
Weeza Holt, Debbie Johnson and 
coxswain Suzanne Gallagher. 
The men climaxed their fall with 
a victory in the lightweight foUrs 
at the Frostbite Regatta in Phila-
delphia. The winning crew was 
made up of Pierre LaTourette, 
Mark Ross, Eric Autenreith, 
John Marshall and the coxswain 
was again Suzanne Gallagher. 
The Crew Club will be- working 
out Monday through Friday at 
6:00 a.m. until the river clears 
and th~n will be on the water 
from 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. UNH 
is coached by Whit Mitchell and 
Russell Pope. 
DURHAM REELERS 
This club offers instruction in 
international and American folk 
dancing. It meets every Monday 
night at 8:00 p.rn. in the Senate-
Merrimack Rooms of the MUB. 
WOODSMENS TEAM 
The club competed at two 
meets during the fall, finishing 
fourth ~t faul Smith's, New York 
and fifth at the University of New 
Brunswick. The team has two 
competitions coming up in the 
spring at Colby C9Hege and in 
Han()ver. 
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY 
CLUR 
The women finisbed a very 
successful .first half 8f the season 
with five wins and two losses, 
1$i:ng enly to powerful Colby 
C&Hege and to the Nortti River 
re·nglrins, a . dty cl!lllb from 
Pembroke, Massachusetts. Com-
ing up this semester, the women 
have a twelve game schedule, 
highlighted by the Colby College 
Invitational Tournament, with 
ComellU~versityamt·the Ithaca 
Shooting Stars. The women open 
-their ·hOme season this Friday 
.and Saturday at 4:eop.m. against 
·Boston College and the Univer-
sity of Connecticut. 
WOMEN'S TRACK & FiELD 
This club also competes with 
·most of the schools in New 
England. New members are en-







continued from page 2 
The fuss over the incident 
spread. Calls had come .from 
every state in the country and 
from other countries as well. The 
Wakefield police intercepted 
calls to the McCarthys -from 
Japan, England, New Zealand 
and Canada. 
"I .thought that it had stopped 
today, but I received a call from 




March of Dimes 
To protect the unborn 
. and the newborn 
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who had two holes in her pond, 
and another call from the 
National Enquirer in Long 
Beach, Florida," said Mrs. Mc-
Carthy. 
Gov. Meldrim Thompson, had a 
helicopter on standby, just in cast 
anything was found in the pond. 
"To cash in on the . publicity," 
said McCarthy. 
The secrecy of the whole affair 
is considered ridiculous by Mc-
Carthy. Morrison of Brewster 
Academy said that, "it just is not 
typical." 
Both Brewster Academy and 
McCarthy want to dig in the pond 
in the spring to find out if there is 
anything left. They plan to rent a 
waterproof metal dete~_tor and 
search for metal in the pond. 
They do not know if they will find 
anything, but they both want to 
try. 
Profesor Robert Houston. 
chairman of the physics depar-
tment at UNH, is gathering a 
group of other professionals on 
campus to have a meeting with 
McCarthy to see if what hap-
pened could have occured 
naturally. He does not know whP.n 
the meeting will be held, but he 
was interested to have it soon. 
Meanwhile, McCarthy is 
waiting to hear anything from the 
state as to what was in his .pond, 
and waiting for spring to see if 
anything is still in there. 
·Next year 
vou could be on 
a scholarship. 
An Air Force ROTC two-year scholarship pays 
your tuition and gives you $100 a month al-
lowance. And it picks up the tab for books and lab 
fees, as well. 
After college, you'll receive a commission in the 
Air Force ... go on to additional, specialized 
training ... as you get your start as an Air Force 
officer. There'll be good pay and responsibility, 
and lots of other benefits ... and a great oppor-
tunity to serve your country. 
It all· starts right here - in college - in the Air 
Force ROTC ._ Look us up ... see what we have to 
offer, and show us what you can C?ffer in return. 
Contact the Professor of Aerospace Studies in 
the ROTC Building 
Phone 862-1480 
Air Force ROTC 
PAGE NINE 
Faculty or Student Reps 
Sell Summer 
Tours 
LOWEST possible air fares 
LOWEST possible rail fares 
LOWEST possible accommodation rates 
HIGHEST possible commissions! 
to EUROPE 
Call toll free (800) 225-4580, Ask for Dom Messina 
Or write, HOLIDAIR STUDENT TOURS 
1505 Commonwealth Ave .. Boston,MA 02135 
ASIA 
CHINESE & 
POLYNESIAN REST AU~ANT 
Real Chinese Food 
at a Reasonable Price 
HOURS: Monday 4:30 PM- 9:00 PM 
Tues. Thurs 11:30 AM· 9:00 PM 
Friday & Saturday- 11:30 AM-1:30 AM 
Sunday -1:30 PM - 8:30 PM 
48 Third St., Dover 742-0040 
r 
Any studerit organizatiorl 
that would like to apply for 
SAT funds. Contact Wayne 
Ferguson or Jim O'Neill in 






I -2 from Area I 
Caucus has 
senntorial 
-1 from Area II 
-1 from Fraternity 
-2 from LSA commuter 
I RED CARPET FLOWER SHOP I Student Caucus has a paid secretarial position opening. 
See Wayne Ferguson, Rm 
J32, MUB. 
Jenkins Court Durham, N. ff. 03824 
I we will be open Sunday, I 
I Feb. 13 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. j 
'%ttx:~:i:f:!:~;}MiWi'W'/::;:;:::;:::*}{:tii:!::t'?':M::!:=ttffa!~:'{:::::=:::!ti:dN:tMtfr:'{::m!:'#tt:i{dtfa:!:'::tr::t!:::f:::t::::::;:;::i;m~=w@m!,~!MM:~%:~i:?:iMf#f'" 
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Thomson's half-staff order appalling. • • 
• 
Gov~ Thomson's appalling order requiring state 
agencies to fly thejr flags at half mast .because of 
President Carter's pardon is yet another example 
of our governor trying to exert his personal 
philosophies upon New Hampshire citizens. 
It is also another attempt by Gov. Thomson to 
attain some free publicity from his favorite state-
wide newspaper and, with breath held, perhaps 
some national attention as well. 
Just last summer, we were assaulted by loud 
proclamations emanating from the state house 
when Gov." Thomson decided Taiwan's suspension 
from the Olympics was u·njust. 
As a result, the Taiwanese flag flew atop the 
state house and the Governor and the state were 
subject to nationwide derision from persons won- · 
dering if he has ariything better to do. 
Now he is jumping upon the chance to exploit an 
issue that is a fervant one to many Americans, 
both for and against President Carter's_ action. 
It doe!:? not seem right for the governor of a 
state to summari1y decide that he can speak for all 
the state's citizens on such moral questions. 
A person of such power offering his opinion on 
such a question is one thing. Making his opinion 
• .Carter's pardon admirable 
In the midst of memorial services, flags flying at 
half staff and numerous anti-pardon stories 
appearing -dail_y in New Hampshire's only state-
wide newspaper, time should be taken to - be 
thankful for and congratulate President Carter for 
his pardon. 
Carter is showing himself to be a man of his 
word, a refreshingly unique position for a p~li­
tician of such importance. All through his Ion~ 
campaign he promised ·a pardon within the first 
week of his presidency. Last week he fulfilled that 
promise. 
But more importantly, the pardon indicates that 
America has finally admitted its greatest mistake 
of this century, the Vietnam War. It means the 
President of the United States recognizes the 
moral choice made by young Americans who 
wished not to participate in t1'le civil war of 
another country, <:! war that did not directly en-
danger this country until it became involved in it. 
The pardon does not serve as a slap in the face 
to those who fought and died in Vietnam. It was 
not intended as such. Instead, it indicates we now 
have a president with enough moral courage and · 
character to stand up and admit to the world that 
yes, the United States, supposedly the greatest 
nation on earth, made a mistake. 
Many families who lost sons and fathers in 
Vietnam are hurt, and understandably so. But · 
those persons should take the time to think about 
the circumstances of that. conflict. 
They should look upon those who left the coun-
try not as traitors or cowards but instead as per-
sons with such strong moral beliefs they_ were 
willing to leave their families, friends, and loved 
ones to maintain their principles. 
President Carter's pardon should not mean that 
those who .died in Vietnam are respected less for 
an order is something else entirely. There are 
many New Hampshirites who are deeply offended 
by the Governor's action; one that supposedly 
represents them. 
_ Al though the flags are scheduled to return to 
full staff this evening, lawyers from the American 
Civil Liberties Union are reportedly seeking an 
injunction a~inst Gov. Thomson's actions. Hope-
fully, they will pursue the question. Otherwise 
New Hampshire residents may be sure that sim-
ilar incidents will occur as long as Thomson 
remains Governor of New Hampshire. 
their actions. Iristead, it should mean those who 
avoided fighting in that war have ·regained some 
respect concerning their actions and !l'oral con-
victions. 
President Carter's pardon also acts as a. cleanser 
of another deep American W<?und, one that is 
· more critical than Vietnam itself. That wound is 
Richard Nixon and his pardon. 
The scar ·and the sting .of his lies and crimes 
against the American-people will never disappear. 
How.ever, the pardoning of Vietnam draft resisters 
serves to offset as much as is now presidentially 
possible; the pardoning of the man who lied to, 
deceited and ruled from his own private pedestal 
the American people as a President of the United 
States. 
If only looked upon in that regard, President 
Carter's action was correct ahd just. 
Finally, a sane registration 
Registrar Stephanie Thomas and her staff 
deserve congrqtulations for providing UNH 
undergraduates with the sanest and least trouble-
some registration period in memmy. 
Instead of lines that lasted two or more hours, 
students were greeted upon their return with an 
efficient and relatively trouble free registration 
system. 
times were, for the most part, able to walk right 
through .. in 15 minutes or less. And during Sun-
day's late registration period, notorious in the past 
for lasting at l~ast two hours, students at the back 
of the line near the field house tennis courts had 
schedules and validated IDs in their hands in less 
than an hour. 
btireaucracy, the red tape that evolves with it; 
and a computer that appears intent upon com-
pletely fouling up all our lives, "it was nice to pass 
through the usually dreadful registration process 
so painlessly; As when leaving the dentist after 
finding there are no cavities, UNH students finally 
had the opportunity to breath similar sighs of 
relief when_ leaving the field house and realizing 
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letters~---
Vacation 
To the Editor: 
Vacations can be refreshing, but the 
novelty wears with each week. For 
some students, the day after Chr.ist-
mas is sufficient, for others. it may 
take uo to three weeks. The symptoms 
are all the same: too much free 
ume, not enough money anu auuuy 1110 
parents who mean well. A few return 
from warm climates, most from 
snowy slopes or boring part-time jobs. 
Still others sat at home absorbing 
heavy dozes of Hollywood Squares. 
Invariably, the over used ice-
breaker in conversation for the first 
six weeks is "How was your 
vacation'?" Well, mine was okay. My 
beagle got diarrhea and I stepped in it, 
I got a flat tire in the middle of a snow 
storm, l ran over one of our nine cats 
(I heard a muffled thump and thought 
it was a hunk of ice l, and on the way to 
my town dump, the tarpaulin sliooed 
off the back of my father's '67 Inter-
nauonal and two weeks worth of moist 
coffee grinds, my mother's coffee-
stained cigarette butts, empty tin 
cans, and tissue paper blew oft, scat-
tering onto the- snow-packed road. 
Many students live for vacations. 
They say the pressure of school--
exams, grades, competition and other 
humblejumble is too much. I say I'm 
_glad to be back and if you get ulcers 
over B minus or because so-and-so has 
such-and-such an average, then 
maybe you b~tter take another 
vacation. 
Michael Bergeron 
Student at Large 
Abo.ut Letters 
The New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor and prints them a!> · 
space allows, but cannot guarantee the inclusion of any lett~r. 
All letters must be typed, double-spaced and a maximum of 500 words in order to be• 
printed. All letters are subj«t to minor ~iting. Final decisions on letters are the ediior' ~­
Mail letters to: The Editor, The New Hampsl1ire, Room 151, Memorial Uaion 
B11i1ding, UNH, Durham, N.H. D.}824. 
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ary Langer 
· Thomson insensitive toward people 
Gov. Meldrim Thomson's shocking; move last 
week to have all state buildings fly their flags at 
half-I):last for one week in response to President 
Carter's pardon of draft resisters belie~ the Gov-
ernor's gross· insensfrivity toward the people of 
NPw· Hampshire and th~ nation. 
The Governor cfei:irlY cannot perceive the pos-
itive mood of moral reconstruction in America to 
which the pardon attests. 
The long awaited pardon was a positive step 
along America's road to moral recovery. As if it 
were not enough that we have contended in recent 
years with a costly and unpopular involvement in 
someone else's civil war, the offidal pardon of a 
corrupt president· who resigned his office in ig-
nominy, and relevations about CIA-directed for-
eign coups and assasination attempts, we have 
had to live with the government's appraisal of our 
friends and loved ones as criminals merely 
because they chose no.t to become involved in the 
tragic Vietnam War by resisting the draft. 
For some reason it has not become apparent 
to the Governor that the moral corruptio~ in 
American .poli~ics is at long last being realized and 
era~.q. Senate committees are investigating CIA 
operations, Richard Nixon and the man who kept 
him out of prison have been removed from office, 
and p~rhaps most importa11tly, young men wh-o 
chose e~ile and isolation in a for~ign country 
rather than pa.rticipation in the illegal Vietnamese 
bloodbath have finally been invited home to an 
America that hopefully not only forgives them for 
fol1owing their conscience in violation of the law, 
but admits the validity of their decision to refrain 
from killing Vietnamese people. 
Gov. Thomson's sense of j1:1stice must surely 
be warped if he considers draft resisters to be 
criminals for ooeying their conscience rather than· 
the law, an action surely less severe than the 
crimes of Richard Nixon, who chose to defy the 
law out of mere disregard for its precepts. 
How can the Governor consider draft resisters 
to be traitors while through their recalcitrance 
they served to point out the futility of the Vietnam 
War, and surely hastened our departure from that 
unfortunate region~ · 
Is it not necess.ary to question the validity of 
any war, and to become involved on]y if there is 
clear and unobstructed justification for such a 
costly cominittment7 Americans who resisted the 
draft should be viewed as constrilctive and pat:;, 
riotic citizens who sacrificed their homes and com-
fort while exposing to aU America the immorality 
of the Vietnamese War. 
Gov. Thomson's opposition to the pardon can 
only be born of reactionary ignorance. It is right 
to mourn the needless deaths of 55,000 Americans 
in Vietnam. It is, however, important to welcome 
· home those exiled heroes who refused to com-
promise their estimation of American involvement 
in the Vietnam War as a tragic mistake. 
Thomson's decision to have the flag flowri at 
half-mast to mark the pardon is a decision to 
mourn the coming of a new era in America--one 
· of openness, honesty and conciliation. For the 
Governor to mourn the coming .of these prin-
ciples reveals _him as a destnidive and morally in-
sensitive individual. · 
·Got Time on Your Hands? 
LOoking for Something New and Exciting? 
TRY PHOTOGRAPHY! 
' 
MUSO has the finest dark-
rooms on campus with only 
the very best equipment and 
a staff of teachers that has no 





Wed. & Thurs., Feb. 2 & 3, 
l~:l~ - 2 p.·m. 
Room148MUB 
Fees Dkrm: Student $12 
Non-student$14 
·Photoschool: Stude!tt $19 
Non-student $14 
I 
ALSO: Another MUSO 
photo contest 
student 
open to any 
except those who 
placed in our first semester 
contest. 
Entry fee- 50¢per picture 
Prizes: $10, $5, $4, $3. 
Pictures should be mounted 
and 
submitted by February 28, 1977 
CIASSFS: BEGINNING & 
ADVANCEDB&W& 
COLOR ($8.00 extra) 
MONEY TO BE USED TO EXPAND OUR DARKROOMS 
PAGE TWELVE 
AMERICAN .COLLEGE THEATRE FESTIVAL IX 
New England Regional 
Johnson"Theatrf, Paul Creative Arts Center 
Salem State Theater- A MIDSUMMER NIGHTS 
DREAM- Febtuary 3at1 p.m. 
Wesleyan University -~X CHARACTERS IN SEARCH 
OF AN AUTHOR- February 3 at 8 p.m. 
Lyndon State College- THESE RUINS ARE 
INHABITED-February 4at1 p.m. 
Rhode Island College - CRIME ON GOAT ISLAND 
February 4 at 8 p.m. 
Dartmouth -College - BLOOD WEDDING 
February Sat 8 p.m. 
General: $2; STUDENTS $1; Reservations: '862-2290 
Presenfed by : The John F. Kennedy Center for the 
Performing Arts. The Alliance for Arts Education 
Produced by: The American Theater Association 
Sponsored by: The Amoco Oil Company 
1'.i-Ommon 'mar~ 
f ~· Hor EGG ROLLS 
{ : ARE BACK! 
::,:: . . ,., .. 
l,{RtsH TITTJ \JEEKLi 
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(-: ARE BACK! 
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Bomb. threat policy 
changed by UNH 
By Gary Langer . 
Buildings at UNH that receive 
a bomb threat will .no longer be 
.aut-0matically evacuated·, ac-
cording to Vice Provost for Bud-
get and Administration Alan 
Prince. 
The new bomb scare procedure 
will give the ranking UNH police 
officer on duty at the time of' the 
threat responsibility to deter-
mine whether or not to evacuate 
the threatened building. 
Under the new system, build-
ings at Forest Park or any dorm-
itory that are threaten,ed ~ill be 
immediately evacuated. Evacu-
ation of any other threatened 
building will be determined in 
light of the ·circumstances sur-
rounding the threat. 
UNH-Chief of Police Ronald 
McGowen said those circum-
stances will include "information 
from an outside agency relevant 
to the threat, the event of bombs 
in the area, previous recent 
threats, currerit information <;>n 
subversive or military groups in 
the area, and recent unrest in 
BOMB, page 16 
Registr,ation 
REGISTRATION 
continued from page 2 
\[RESH TORJ \JEEKLi 
. ll)d.ln st, -DU r6a.U), 56&-JSOS 
will be used, and added, "We can 
continue to improve it. "Thomas 
said her office has looked ahead 
to the next six years and has 
worked out a schedule to provide 
that future registrations will not 
occur on Saturday, the same day 
dorms are opened. 
Availllble at The UNH Bookstore 
At the same time she is looking 
for improvepients to the present 
registration process. Thomas 
said -she is looking for a better 
and different system altogether. 
One such system, called "on line 
registration," would .Po away 
with pre-registration by allowing 
students to register directly by 
computer. 
~----------~-----~ 
SR-56 $10 Rebate. . 
I Texas Instruments will rebate $10.00 of your original SR-56 purchase price when I I you (1) return this comp1eted coupon, (2) along with your completed SR-56 I 
customer information card (packed in box). and (3) a dated copy of prQ_of of your 
I purchase, verifying purchase between Jan.1 and March 31 , 1977, to: I 
Texas Instruments Incorporated 
I P. 0. Box 1210 I 
I Ri11hard5on, Tcm 75080 I 
I I 
I Name I 
I Address -------- - I 
City State _Zip -·· _ 
I SR-56 Serial NJ). (from back of calculator) I 
Please allow 30 days for rebate. 
One of the problems with pre-
registration, said Thomas, is that 
''students will sign up for five 
courses knowing they only want 
to take four. 
"They'll walk around with that 
drop card in their packet for two · 
weeks,'' thus blocking someone 
else from si_gning up for the 
course. Thomas said her office 




$25.00 PER HUNDRED 
Immediate Earnings 
Send $1.00 To: 
Envelopes Dept~ 27 6 





• We are looking for a Sales 
Person interested in selling Giant 
F I o o r Pi 11 ow s th at a ff o rd 
additional seating space tn 
Dorms, Vans, or apartments at 
very I ow cost. 
l 
•These Pillows are a "fast 
Selling Item very popular among 
college students and is a unique , 
opportunity to make , extra 
money without spending extra 
time. 
• If interested, contact us for 
additional information. 
Decorative Quilting Co. 
·449 East 183rd Street 
Brnnx, New York 10458 
Tel. (212) 584-2216 
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Working in D.C.--tears, pleas and bribes 
Mike KeUy and Doug L~vin 
are reporters for The New 
Hampshire. They were able to 
spend their Christmas break 
working for the Press Creden-
tial Department of the 1977 
Inaugural Committee ·in 
Washington. 
By Mike Kelly and Doug 
Lavin 
On Jan. 18, the second day of 
handing out press credentials, we 
are both sitting behma gray 
government desks, trying to cope 
with ten phones ringing at once, 
each representing it's own 
problem. 
Mondale's· office calls. "Yes, 
we will need credentials for 30 
more reporters from Minnesota 
who thought that they would not 
have to apply." 
A woman publisher from an 
Alaskan paper calls and says that 
since she is. already sending a 
reporter and a photographer, she 
would like very much to add 12 
huskies and and a musher for the 
parade. 
A senator from Indiana calls 
and demands that an In-
dianapolis paper still be allowed 
to apply for credentials, deadline 
or no deadline. 
Chip Carter's wife, Caron, calls 
from the Executive. Suite down 
the hall and asks that we not send 
any more peoole with problems 
to her hµsband's office as all they 
do is "end up asking for jobs." 
A gargageman from South 
Carolina,. an ex-convict who 
claims it was a l'rame-up wants 
credentials for everything so that 
he and his wife can have the 
honeymoon that his term in 
prison postponed. He is sending 
along pictures of his wife and 
child and letters of recommen_-
dations from his parole officer, 
childhood Cub Scout leader and 
~upervisor on the garbage truck. 
The New York Post calls 
asking why a 12-year-old reporter 
from Children's Express was in-
vited to the inauguration, but 
Mayor Beame of New York City 
was not. 
We have been working here for 
three weeks now, in a drab, green 
omce-~ -pct: • £ the ~r~s 
Crcdcntml Dep:irtm~nt ·oe 
Inaugural Committee. 
The Inaugural Committee is a 
large, hastily thrown together 
bureaucracy, housed mainly in 
one of the great, drafty "tern:: 
porary buildings'' that the 
f~deral government built for the 
Army in the sparse days of World 
. War II. The army no longer needs 
this space,'and the buildings, now 
often abandoned, sit in desolation 
out on Buzzards Point" a 
wasteland of public ho9sing and 
warehouses. 
There are _approximately 500 
people working in the building. 
Some are paid, some are volun-
teers. Many are hoping to latch 
onto the new administration after 
the inauguration. Few positions 
will be open, so the competition 
for power and attention is intense 
and endless. Each of the dozens 
of offices has its own pecking or-
der, and each in turn, has its own 
place in the overall scheme of the 
inaugural itself. 
The Ptess Credential Depart-
,m~st1Y...,"817J1RW1 s;Ya~.~~~- 1!~1: 
sible for deciding which me<lla-
organizations get press passes"":'" 
for the differe11t events. It is, at 
first, a simple job answering 
phone calls, reading letters of · 
· application and filing countless 
. forms for the Secret Service con-
taining the necessary infor-
mation to check on the possible 
criminal records of each in-
dividual. 
Later, as the actual decisions 
have to be made on who gets what 
credentials, the pressure mounts 
and the job becomes both tenser 
and more difficult . {l.ank is 
pulled, meeting are long and 
me backstabbing among friends 
becomes a regular occurrence. 
On Monday, Jan. 17, the doors 
. are opened to admit the first of 
3,000 media· people who will come 
to pick up their credentials. Most 
of. them will be dissatisfied with 
what they receive, the great 
number of requ_ests has forced a . 
gap between what has been asked 
for and what can be given. 
~~~~~t ~~hree~ days they ~ill 
c '•Look here young""'maW,~~ 
sure you realize \vltcr "the hell 
you 're talking to . .,) tears, pleas 
and bribes. 
Bribes range from money, dope 
and promises of jobs to pictures 
with the President. One 
imaginative photography agency 
offers personal autographed pic-
tures· of porno-star Marilyn 
Chambers. 
Jerry Rubin, of Chicago Seven 
fame and now writing for Oui 
magazine, comes in with a hair-
cut and a bad temper, using a lot 
of ranting and raving to get what 
he needs. A High Times reporter 
arrives and expresses no interest 
in the press pass he has received: 
a single pass to the Lincoln 
Memorial prayer service. 
Many dissatisfied people 
quickly call their Congressman 
or Mondale 's office, which 
usually accomplishes nothinf:( but 
gives the Press Credentials 
Department a chance to say no to 
national figures. 
,,.. _As u~p~easant as all this ap-
,,.de.aling wit1i"'t d\rai;Iv .il~t!>~_d as 
plications have been lost or 
misfiled. The representative of 
the Times Of India, a very patient 
man, nevertheless loses his tem-
per when he discovers his hand-
delivered letter of application has 
been long lost. The White House 
becomes perturbed when it 
discovers that its own credentials 
hav€ been. amazingly, given to 
a local TV station. 
The work continues right up to 
. the end of the inauguration day, 
for late stragglers continue to 
pour in so they might be able to 
cover one of the inaugural balls 
that night. 
The most pr~stigious and 
c"rowded of these balls is the 
Georgia party held at the D.C. 
Armory, a large building used for 
INAUGURATION, page 14 
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Dover Auto Supply 
Main St. Durham 868-2791 
one of seven convenient locations 
Fuel pumps Yes. we sell import Tools· auto parts and we 
Oil discount them too. Paint Example: A complete 
Filters exhaust system for a Mufflers Datsun 51 O sedan 
Starters '70 to '74 Tailpipes Student price: 
Alternators 1 exhaust J)ipe $.84 Brakes 1 muffler front 17.05 
Tires 1 exhaust e·xt. pipe 3.20 Caps 1 rear muffler 9.00 
Ignition · with tail pipe Gas Our student 
parts discount price: $39.09 Radiators 
Batteries· you save when you shop Oil 
DOVER AUTO SUPPLY 
Gaskets Import & American cars Water 
Shocks SAVE SAVE Special 
on 
Snowmobile Belts 
Never so much 
for so little. 
There's no doubt about it .. 
pumps 
Quality costs. Anc\ around here, you're prepared to spend $20 or more 
for a dinner two can enjoy. · 
But why settle for dinner? When you can sample a feast. Of far more 
· tastes. textures and flavors. For less. 
Start with a rich soup. Crackling-sweet shrimp. Maybe morsels ~f 
savory spareribs. Uncover the almond-laced Hung Yin Guy Ding. Or 
beef tenderloin dark with black mushrooms. Perhaps lobster, 
intrigingly sauced . A classi~o Yu Guy Poo. A little .. . but you decide. 
And then smiJe at the price. Because real Chinese food has finally 
come to Portsmouth. And more and more people are discovering 




CEnn :Pi STAuE AlPHP, 
Lunch & Dinner at Center Stage Alpha 
Portsmouth Parade Mall, Downtown Portsmouth 
TAKE-OUT: 431- 7891 Master·Charge Honored 
Press back home, for the obvious stalling of the Guy Lombardo Or-
chestra signals that the special 
guest has arrived. 
INAUGURATION . It takes a full ten minutes for 
continued from page 13 the new president and his wife to 
everything from the circus to the get through the flash-bulb pop-
national boat show. ping, back-slapping Georgians. 
By 9 p.m. Thursday night, a Jimmy cordially helps his grimly 
traffic jam of a mile radius smiling wife onto the stage while 
around the building attests to the the robot-like Secret Service 
size of the crowd already inside. agents stare coldly into the 
Once in this aircraft hanger- crowd. 
shaped structure, the number ·of He cracks the smoke-filled air 
"black tie optional" guests is . with a sincere looking smi.Ie that 
overwhleming. Everyone is he seemed to have been saving 
smiling and gazing past their especially for his Georgian 
wive's, husband's and dates, · friends. "We're going to stay up 
scanning the crowd to catch a here and take care of you, but we 
glimpse of Paul Newman, John will be back to Georgia as much 
Lennon, or some of the other · as possible." One could almost 
VIPs attending the ball. see Robert E. Lee smiling, and 
Jack Watson, head of the Car- the rebel flag rising over the Ar~ 
ter transition team, is in the mid- mory floor. 
dle of the rooin~ surrounded by ' The President did a quick little 
w·ell-wishers and job seekers. · dan.ce with his wife, gave her a 
Above the party, in a section of peck on the cheek, and bid the 
the armory stand, the President's · party good night. With him left 
mother, Lillian and brother half the party. Those who stayed 
Billy, who is yelling down to all of drank much more and danced to 
his Plains friends, as if still run- ' Elvin Bishop, the Marshall 
ning for mayor. ' Tucker band and Charlie Daniels. . 
. Four temporary bars are ser- By 2 a.m. , even the loudest 
ving the two dollar ice cube with rebel yells had faded away, and 
splashes of scotcb drin.ks. all but the most prolific of the 
By midnight the crowds, heat square dancers·had long called it 
and boredom are beginning to quits. 
take their toll and the steady By three , the South had 
stream entering the party is straggled out, back to expensive 
matched by the steadier stream hotels. No doubt they slept soun-
leaving. dly, with visions of peanuts dan-
Tnose who have stayed, cing in their heads. Christmas 
however, will be rewarded with has just begun down in Gawds . 
something to tell their friends country. 
~MEN , l-\E.RE~ Tt\E. 'PL.A!) WE.'LL lY£ ~!boU:> ~LXdJ hC\Olil'/ 
cn~c:.. o T~ 1.NAUGoRAL 1)~LL ... EVM'JJ'h.J w~\<=*\ 1'\\E cRowD 
~\~\DE... ~lL.Jf\VJ You Wf\K\\ Tt\E_ CRowo lN'::llO[ .. SK\DN\oRE, 
"{OJ Wt\\Cf\ Tt\E 'S\l:VERW(\12£ f\t.SO "f\'\t:. L-lt-.\EtJ ...... / 
(CoPYM=;clrl;~:J 
MI 
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WHERE IN THE WORLD ARE YOU 
GOING WITH YOUR EDUCATION? 
·answer-
TO SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY IN: 
FLORENCE Italian Language and °Literatt.1re, History. Fi.ne Arts. Humanities, 
Phllcisophy. Social Science. 
MADRID Spanish Language and Literature, Anthropology, Fine Arts. 
Histo'ry, Political Science. Social Science. 
Business/Management, Education. Philosophy, Sociology, 
Theology. 
STRASBOURG French Langua9e and Literature, German Language. History. 
Fine Arts, Religion, Political Science, Social Science. 
AMSTERDAM Dutch Language and Culture, Fine Arts. History, Social Scien-
ce. Economics, Management, Social Work. Human Develop-
ment. Anthropology. 
LONDON English. History, Fine Arts. Political S'cience, Photography, Ad· 
vertlsfflg, Newswriting. Droma. Artiiistory, Studio Arts. Architec-
rure. Teacher Education. 
MEXICO Spanish Language and Literature. Art. Geology, Geography, 
Sociology, Political Science. History, Anthropology. 
ISRAEL Management Program with Liberal Arts electives. 
APPLICATION DEADLINE FOR 1Q77 FALL SEMESTER: MARCH 1st 
FINANCIAL AID AVAfLABLE 
NO LANGUAGE BACKGROUND NECESSARY 
For fu.[tt:ier information and application: 
Syracu~ University 
Division of International Programs Abroad 
335 Comstock Avenue - Room N 
. Syracuse,,N~wY01k 13210 
(315)423-3471 
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To the winners go the spoils. 
Jimmy Carter and Fritz Mondale 
received the. first real taste of 
'their victory Jan. · 20 as over 
350.000 cheering people lined 
Pennsylvania Avenue to honor 
them as the new leaders of 
America . 
Amidst the throngs paying Mb-
ute were a Postal Service band 
and a Minuteman from Lexington, 
Mass., the Marine Cqrps band 
and a woman prepared .for 
Mother Nature's worst possible 
mood. 
But not all were happy. Both 
Jimmy and Fritz saw the sign, 
"Impeach Carter Before It's Too 
Late" displayed in Pershing 
Square. 
And then there were those who 
wished they were travelling that 
one and one-half r,niles them-
selves: the defeat~d predecessor 
. taking off from Washington prior 
to fhe parade, off to a California 
golf tournament and contem-
plation of his future and what 
might have been; the one-time 
challenger who could only ap-
plaud from a wheelGtiair; and a 
reasonable facsimile of a presi-
dent who tried too hard to retain 
his spoils and ended up losing it 
all. . 
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State liquor stores distribute 
pro-nuclear power petitions 
By Brent Mac'ey 
Gov. Thomson's Energy Coun-
cil has distributed petitions to all 
N~w Hampshire Liquor Stores 
favoring continued construction 
of the Nuclear Power Plant in 
Seabrook: 
Marshal Cobleigh, executive 
vice-chairman of the Governors 
Council of Energy, said that the 
idea originated from the "gover-




Robert Herlihy, Director of the 
State Liquor Commission, said a · 
letter from Thomson accom-
panied. the petitions. Herlihy said. 
the letter stated that nuclear 
energy, was a ''thing of the 
future,' ' and that the power plant 
would "make the United States 
independent of oil reserves.'' 
According to Herlihy the letter 
said that there would be "no 
coersion" to force the liquor 
stores to display the petition. 
"We want you to put these 
. petitions out" is how Herlihy 
'Chere IS a difference!!! 
• MCAT • LSAT • DAT 
• GMAT - •VAT • GRE • OCAT •SAT 
paraphrased Thomson's letter 
accompanying the petition. 
The petition, which reads, "As 
working people and consumers of 
electricity, we urge you to do 
everything possible to ensure the 
continued construction of the 
Seabrook Station,'' will be sent 
back to. the Govenors Energy 
Council. 
Cobleigh said that the petitions 
were distributed in the same 
trucks which carry the "booze" 
to the liquor stores and will 
return in the same manner. The 
only cost was the paper. Cobleigh 
said that was "peanuts." 
Cobleigh said that the petitions 
would be presented to President . 
Carter by Gov. Thomson accom-
panied by Senators Mcintyre and 
Durkin late in February. Both1 
senators are advocates of 
ithe Nucl~ar_Pow_~r-~l~nt. 
Cobleigh said the governor felt 
the nuclear power station in 
Seabrook would reduce the cost 
of electricity in New Hampshire. 
He pointed to Vermont as an 
example. He said their nuclear 
Over 38 years of experience and success. Small classes. Voluminous 
home study materials. Courses that · are constantly updated. Centers 
open days and weekends all year. Complete tape facilities for review 
of class lessons and for use of supplementary. materials. Make-ups tor 
missed lesso~s at our centers. ~-H.! STelllE Cllll9R 
· ' On Zion's Hill, Newmarket 
CALL OR WRITE us AT .,. N 
25HUNTINGTON·A~E . - .... 
BOSTON Q21 16 ~ CVITER l TD 
617,261·t150 TEST PREPARATION 
FOR INFO ON LOCAL CLASSES SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 
© 1975 McDonald's Corporation 
· At McDonald~ 
what's not ~ure beef 
is pure love. 
We love making 
America's favorite 
hamburgers. 
And that's why we 
don't put anything into 
them· except USDA 
inspected, 100% pure 
American beef. 
No tenderizers. No 
fillers. No chemkals. 
In fact, the only 
thing we put into our 
· hamburgers besides pure 
beef is tender loving' care. 
So, when you buy a 
McDonald's hamburger, 
you know that whaes not 
beef is bun. Or catsup. 
Or pickles. Or onions. 
Or mustard. 
Or love. 
We do it all for you ,., 
McDona1d·s 
• I. 
9U Central A venue 
Dover, N.H. 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
National Yodeling Champion 
BILL ST AtNESS 
power station had lowered their 
cost for electricity. 
Cobleigh said the Energy 
Council's office would oppose any 
petition against the construction 
of the nuclear power station 
because sµch a petition would not 
be in the interests of the majority 
of the citizens in New Ha!llpshire. 
He ref ered to opponents of the 
power station as a "distinct vocal 
minority thwarting the will of the 
majority." He said they are the 
same people who opposed the oil 
refinery in New Hampshire. 
Guy Chichester, head of the 
Clam Shell alliance, said the ac-
tion of the governor ''reminds me 
of Huey Long," a former 
demogogue in Louisianna. 
Opera 
OPERA 
continued from page 17 
honorable option for her is to kill 
herself. 
Pinkerton is without honor. He ! 
used Butterfly. He didn't love 
her. At plays end Butterfly is 
dead with honor, Pinkerton is 
alive without honor. One is 
amazed that Butterfly could have 
fallen in love with Pinkerton. 
Even though Madame But-
terfly had its flaws, it was still · 
highly · enjoyable, a . very good 
• production. Everyone who atten-
ded the opera did indeed see a 
sight as beautiful as a butterfly. 
Va nities 
VANITIES 
continued from page 20 
dressing (and- undressing) right 
i.>efore your very eyes, although 
Joanne does make. good use of her 
dressing· ·screen. Not many men 
!eave during intermission once 
.tbgy_ realize that- mirrors do 
reflect. 
Something that gives the 
viewer a moment of thought is 
the positioning of the girls on the 
stage. For some reason, Joanne 
the ultra-conservative is seated 
on the left, and Mary the liberal is 
.seated on the right. l&. ther~~r 
isn't there symbolism in that? 
Period music accomplishes the 
time changes. There was ob-
viously some thought given to the 
music, because the songs played ' 
were hits at the time. . 
The whole production is witty, 
provocative, and an excellent 
learning experience for most 
men. Any closet Gloria Steinem 
out there should drag the man in 
your life to see it, and it's a play 
Uiat a self-styled Don Juan can't 
afford to miss. 
Whether you go to learn, 
·remember or celebrate, don't 
fotget to see Va1},ities. You'll 
'just die .... .laughing. 
Bomb 
BOM8 
continued from page 12 
the threatened building or area." 
If the decision is not to evacu-
ate, everyone in the building will 
be notified that a bomb threat has 
been received. U they choose to 
remain in the building, it will 
be at their own risk. 
Any threatened building will be .. ' 
"searched and secured" regard-
less of whether or not it is evacu-
ated. 
Prince said this policy has been 
instituted because of "many 
bomb threats last semester that 
turned out to be hoaxes and seem 
to be related to examinations.,, 
''There will be no coercion to 
stay or leave," said Prince. He 
said that persons who choose to 
leave during an examination will 
be given an opportunity to
1 
niake 
up the test. 
The UNH-Durham fire dep~ 
artment will continue to assist in 
evacuation procedures, at which 
time alarm systems will be used: 
If a building is not evacuated, 
the fire department will not be 
summoned and alarms will not 
be used. 
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Madame Butterfly-- flutters arid sputters 
<t By Dana Jenmngs . ._ The set for Mei.dame Butter-
Puccini 's cla~sic' opera, fl.y was excellent. A small, light 
Madame Butterfly, .performed yellow, Japanese cottage is set 
.by The Goldovsky Grand Opera · against a blue, impressionistic 
Compal)y, , appeared at UNH's landscape. The muted blueness of 
Johnson Theater this past the sky provides an ~xcellent con-
Tuesday evening. trast .to the house and gives the 
Before the opera began the set a feeling of a long ago beauty. 
audience was treated to the It's idyllic appearance didn't 
discordant, but pleasant sound of prepare the viewer ·for . the 
the orchestra warming up. tr.agedythatwastofollow. 
People walked into the theater The plot of Madame Butter-
talking in low, hushed whispers. fl.y involves an American naval 
They settled into their chairs with officer on duty in · Japan, 
an air that indicated they expec- Lieutenant Pinkerton .and Cio-
ted to enjoy the opera. - Cio-San (Madame Butterfly). 
Five minutes prior to the Pinkerton marries Cio-Cio-San, 
beginning of the performance, but he doesn't take the · wedding 
Boris Goldovsky, the artistic dir- seriously. He feels he has 
ector of the opera company came married the girl in the "Japanese 
ori stage and- address,ed the manner". That is he has the right 
am11ence. Mr. Goldovsky gave an to cancel the marriage whenever 
introduction to the opera and ex- he wants to. 
plained v,a~ious point~ abo~t his ! The problem is while Pinkerton 
company s mterpretahon of it. has only been using Cio..Cio-San, 
Mr. Goldovsky left the . stage she has fallen in love with him. 
ap.d went into the orchestra pit to When Pinkerton is called away on 
gentle a~pfause. The. audience duty, he leaves not intending to 
became silent...as the hghts w~nt return. Cio-Cio-San expects him 
down and seemed to be holdmg to return because she loves him. 
it's b.reath waiting for the curtain Pinkerton does return to 
to part. Japan, but three years later. 
During the time he was away 
.Pinkerton has married an 
American woman. In the mean-
time Cio-Cio~. San has born him a 
child. 
Cio-Cio-San learns that he has 
.married and he learns that she 
has had a child by him. Kate, 
Pinkerton's American wife, asks. 
Cio-Cio-San to let her and Pinker-
ton take the child and raise it as 
an American. She consents, but 
she specifies that Pinkerton must · 
come a_nd get the child himself. 
Before Pinkerton arrives The 
Butterfly wraps the child in an 
United States flag and 
brokenhearted she commits 
bara-kir.L 
Marguerite Baxter's rendition 
of Madaem Butterfly was uncon-
vincing. rhe first problem I had 
with Baxter's protrayal was that 
physically she was all wrong. I 
had always pictured Madame · 
Butterfly as light, winsome and 
exotic person. B.axter was too 
heavy. She didn't move light and 
gracefully on the stage. She 
wasn't a butterfly, but more like 
a caterpillar. 
The second problem 1 had \\ritb 
(Bill Kelton, photos) 
;~~~~~ -; pre vie W ~~Kt~~t ;:Jt~f=~~f ;:~t=~~~~~~i~~~f:~~:~.=~~~~~J ~~~~f~~i:.rr~~~nctto~:h ~~~ 
:~J~~ · - :;:::::: opefa was sung in English, she 
....... · · :;:;::~ may as well have been singing in 
:_J~_:_J~ . ·~ ;:;:;:~Italian. Too many times her 
.-' _ ::::::~words were incomprehensible. 
::::'.::FRIDAY, JANUARY. 28 :;!:::::: It was only in the. scenes where 
::::::: · · ·::::::~: she became emotional that she 
::;:;::Woody Allen in The Front at The Franklin Theater. Show-:~:;::: was effective because ·her 
~M~~~ tiipeat6:30and8:30p.m. . . - . · ~tW~l~ngs.showed through the un~ 
~;•.: 4th Annua l Undergraduate Prize Production at the · :·:·:-:1 distmgmshable words. 
:::;:;: H Th · h . ' ::;:::::: The lowpoint of Baxter's per-
:;:::;;. ~nnessy eater m Paul Arts. See t n;e plays for the ;::::::: formance was Butterfly's suicide 
::·:/·:- price of one. 8 p.m., students $2.00-$2.50, general :::::::·scene This is a scene wheri done 
~ ;: 'I-~ .• .... ,.~ .. 
·:;;;;:; $2.50-$3.00. ::::::3 well shouldn't leave a dry eye in 
-~~~;~f~· R!Jck and roll at the Mub Pub with Eastwood Peak. :M~ the h<?use. T~ scene was weak 
·::::~; Roots (part 6) 9 p.m. channels 5 8 9. :::'.:::·and meffecti.ve.. When sh.e 
~;·;·:· ' ' ' ' :;:;::• plunged the kmfe mto her body 1t 
.:;:::::; ::::::I was almost like an afterthought. 
::::::: SATURDAY, JANUARY 29. ·:;;;;:~A oh-yes-I'm-supposed-to-kill-
:::::::: Woody Allen in The Front continues at the Franklin ~=% myself:-aren'.t-1? _B~tter-get-it-
:~:·:·:· . . _ · . ::::~:~over-with. D1sappomtmg. 
·;:::::: Last mght t'? ca~ch the excellent Undergraduate Prize :::?::~ Baxter's singing was good. She 
:::::::: Productzon m the Hennessy Theater, info above. ~~~~~ ' 
;~~t Mub Pub - Eastwood Park. . ~t~ 
t:~: Roots (part 7, will it never end?), 10:00 p.m., channels i~;~; 
~ 589 ~ :·:·:·:· - , , • ?'~~ 
:~:t~ See the best cartoons in the world on The International ~{i: 
?f Animation Festival with Jean Marsh. 10:30 p.m., · [W~ 
;:;;::: channel 2. ::::.:;:;: 
;:;:::: So.undstage with. the Beegees, channel 2at11:00 p.m. ::::~:~: 
:}:: Saturday Night with Fran Tarkehtoh, hopefully he'.s a ·:·::·:~ 
~:~:~{ ·better host than quarterback. Also Leo Sayer. 11:30 p.rtr., ~:~;:~: 
:::::::' --ehannel 4 ' :::::;~ 
:!~:!:SUNDAY J~NUARY30 . rn 
~ , m 
::;:;:::Sean ~onnery in The Next Man at the Franklin. :~::.::: 
:~:~:~::Rick Bean spins a few oldies at the Mub Pub. m 
~~~~~q.:Roots final bow, 9 p_._m., channels~, 8, 9. .ft~ 
·.·. z:.~ :·:·:·: -~ 
@~~lMONDAY, JANUARY 31 ~}iI 
::;:;5,,UNH Jazz Band at the Mub Pub. ::~:;:: 
::~:~American Music Awards,9 p.m., channels 5, 8, 9. :::::::. 
:~~~~~i ·Guests include the Electric Lig-J:lt Orchestra. · ~~~j~ 
%~huESDAYM9RNING, FEBRUARYl ~lli: 
has an excellent voice. Too bad Suzuki and Butterfly stay awake 
her interpretation of the charac;- all night awaiting the come of Lt. 
ter was weak. Pinkerton. 
Also Baxter was effective in Suzuki and Butterfly, who is 
reacting to the other performers. holding l'ler child, are kneeling 
But that effectiveness was insidethecotttage. Itisnightand 
diminished due tl\) her other short- the exceJllerit lighting invokes an 
comings in the.role. - unearthly image, an image 
Alexander - Stevenson as reminiscent of Madonna with 
Pinkerton was bright and Child painting :from the 
energetic. ' His white "shining Renaissance. ·The_ landscape 
knight" uniform was an. in- . takes on a surreal beauty, 
teresting contrast to the kind of a 1 breathes with life. 
scoundrel Pinkerton actuall~· One gets the feeling that But-
was. terfly and Suzuke are trapped in 
His acting was very good. It ' the house while th~y are awaiting 
cQmplem~nted his strong singing Pinkerton. For Butterfly Pinker-
very well. What was most im- ton's return symbolizes a . 
pressive about Stevenson ~as his culmination of her hopes and 
. smooth delivery as a singer. His wishes. ·unfortunately when 
voice would boom, but his body Pinkerton finally Cioes 1·eturn he 
showed liUle emotion. This kind : crushes all Butterfly's hopes and 
·of delivery fit perfectly Pinker- dreams. Her vigil of love is 
ton's smooth, artificial charac- wasted on·Pinkerton. 
ter. An overall good point in the 
. The strongest performance in opera was the playing of the or-
the opera was by Wha ja Kang, chestra. Their unobtrusive ex-
who played Suzuki, Madame But- cellence underscored the singing 
terfly's· maid. She reacted well to ' of the actors. The music never in-
the other ctors, defining her truded, fusing with the words for 
strong character. Her voice was an impressive operatic whole. 
· clear and precise and contained The sense of ensemble among 
grea~ emotional depth. the actors was also apparent. The 
She had the grace in movement ' actors interacted with each 
and the intensity of character other, even when not singing. 
that Baxter snould have had as This made the opera that much 
Butterfly. When she was on the . more cohesive. 
stage she easily overshadowed 
Baxter. 
The highpoints of the opera 
came_ towards the end of each 
act. At the end of the first act 
Pinkerton's and Butterfly's duet 
was very touching. One of the 
few times they meshed well on 
stage. Baxter's final, passionate 
note at the end of the duet 
solicited·· appreciative applause 
1 from the audience. 
The story of Madame Butter-
1 j1y boil$ down to a tale of two 
desparate cultures. The United 
States as personified by Pinker-
ton and Japan by- Madame But-
terfly. 
Pinkerton's shallow. 
The second highpoint of the. -
opera and the best scene in the 
show was near the end of the 
dishonorable character is a stark 
contrast to Butterfly's sincere 
and honorable character. Butter-
fly realizes that she can no longer 
live with- honor. She has 
disgraced herself and her family 
by consorting with Pinkerton and 
haying his child. The only 
. second act. . The scene where OPERA. paJ;e 1'6 
~~~~~~~~Watch mime-master Trent Arterberry on the Good ;;,. -
:~1[11:. Morning show, 9:30 a.m. He's coming the UNH soon. i11l Boris Goldovsky, artistic director of the opera? 
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Prize-. Production · ICas~y ~:,~:~~::~*:~m~rn~~~m~m@M~tl 
• IS a i:~:~:~: If you haven't seen any o.f Roots, the l!lade.-for-TV :~:~:i:~ 
:::::::: movie that 1s running for eight" consecutive nights on:;:::;:; 
tantalizing trio 
::;:;:;~ABC, then y~u've either been out in the woods or in.:;:;:;:; 
;l:~:l:la c9ma this week. . ~:l:~:l: 
~~~l~li~ Roots is destined to be this season's Rich Mari, Pood~l~~~ 
:::::::: Man, and has millions of people chained to their :::::::: 
By Brent Macey . 
Whatever emotion you want is 
there at the 4th Annual Un-
dergraduate_ Prize Pr_oduc-
tion . . These three one act plays 
written, directed and acted by 
UNH students run the gamut 
from comedy to ultra-violence. 
The emotional impact of all 
three of the plays performed was 
due largely to .the intimacy of. 
Hennessy Theater. 
In the first play, Add Water.by 
Nick Mize and directed by 
Lauralyn Seamans.: the actors 
actually acted out one s«:ene in 
the audience. 
add Water featured solid 
performances by Archie Iodice 
and Karen Brockway as a typical 
middle class, middle aged, 
American couple who have. been 
chosen the United States to orient 
two Viet-namese refugees into 
American society. 
The problem was that the two 
refugees <a husband and wife) 
are left at the Klein's house 
wi~hout their prior knowledge. 
The Klein's return home one 
evening after a night out and the 
refugees greet them with phrases 
like, "Outasite ! " and "When you 
.9Uta Schlitz you outa beah." 
From thatpoint on the comedy 
was fast-paced. and frantic. 
Sometimes too _frantic 1 . caus·ing 
carelessness such as dropped 
lines and speaking too fast. 
Overall the play is effective. 
Especially convincing was Iodice 
as Frank Klein_. He portrayed the 
volatile, comical Klein well. 
To Feel Like God by Greg 
Jamback . and directed by 
Maryann Plunkett was a total 
departure from the light comedy 
of Add Water. 
The play deals with the issue of 
euthanasia and the difficult 
decisions that surround it. The 
play revolved around an elderly 
couple who must decide whetehr 
or not to have their daughter, who 
has been in a car accident, taken" 
away from a machine that is 
keeping her alive. 
Iodice is also in this play. He 
makes the transition from a 
comedy role to a serious role of a 
man who must decide whether 
his daughter is to be allowed to 
die or not. well. 
A quiet intensity is indigenous is 
to this play. As some of the scenes 
unfold shivers run down vour 
spine. Unfortunately this effect is 
sometimes lost. The playwright 
strains too hard to be profound, 
especially right after the parents 
learn of their daughter's con-
dition. 
There is another problem in 
this play and it is a problem. with 
the ~cript once again. At the end 
of the play when the crisis is 
resolved, the mother of the 
woman who is i;lying, played by 
Meg Thompson knuckles -under 
too easily to her husband's 
wishes. This is inconsistent with 
how strong-willed she was' 
throughout the play. 
~:~:~:l: televisions this week. · :~:~:;:; 
:~:l:~:~ · And, since everyone else has done a review... ~:l:~:~: 
~:~:~:15 First off, let us say that there are some publications that :;:;:i:; 
:~:~:~:;don't seem to like Roots.' Most notable among them is~:;:;:~: 
:·:·:·:• T' . ·:·:·:·: 
:::::::~ ime magazine. :::::::: 
~~~~~~~~ Time doesn't like a number of things, such as use of ac- ~~~~~~;j 
;~~=~ cented English_for the native language and what they call ~:~:~:~: 
:~:::::"stale melodramatic conventions.'r Time feels that Roots ::::::::: 
~~~~~~~1 i_s no more than a .lavish regurgitation of all the ~~~~~~~~ 
;:::~~~ stereotyped depictions of blacks that' we have seen :~:~:~:l 
::~:::: before :::::::: 
*!~~ . . . ;~:;~: 
:::::::: . Time is wrong. . :;:;:;:: 
:::::::: Lavish it is, stereotypes it does have, but a "mid- :::::::: 
:::::::: dlebrow Mandingo it is not. :~:~:l:l 
~~~m1 . Use of accented E~ish would seem to be far superi9r to ll~~~l~l 
:::::::: having subtitles, and there are instances in which native ::::;::: 
;:~;:;: African ton~es are used. . -. :::::::: 
:~:~:~:~ - --Time has .~lso failed to find a rotten black man or a ;;;~~l~l 
l:~:~:~: compassionate white man. The captain of the Lord:::::::: 
~~~~~~~~ Ligonier, portrayed by Edward Asner, and Doctor ;~;~~~~j 
:~~:~:~ Reynolds (Rober~ Reed) are not compasionate men? And :;:::::: 
:::::::: all the blacks that help capture other blacks on the Gold :::::::: 
;~~~~~1 1Coast are ~ot ol ''less than shining rectitude?'-' ~;~;~;~~ 
:~::::: Time's Richard Schickel must have been in a coma :::::::: 
:~:::;:: when he was previewi~g_ the show. :i:~:~:j 
~~~~~~~\ One thing that does detract from the impact and ~~~mj 
:::~;~;~ lessens one's sympathy for the black plight is the depic- :l:~:~:i 
:::::::: tion of whites as clean wholesome individuals. ~:::::: 
::::::;: The producers of Roots have fallen into the trap that :l:~:l:l 
~;~~~;~~ every writer of high school history books has laid. Why ~~~;~~~j 
. ·~.···. :::::::: is it that one never learns unitl halfway through college ;;~:~:~: 
John DtiBuclet and Rick Bienieck in Harryi-
-~ :::::::: that the reason there was a Black Plaugue and our an- :::::;:: 
;l;~l~~~ cestors were so small was because they were filthy and ;~~~;l;~ 
:::::::: disease-ridden. E;:::::; 
An interesting subplot in this 
play is the fact that when the 
parents learn of the.ir daughter's 
accident they re baby-sitting her 
children. Their inner turmoil in 
telling the children about their 
mother's accident is very real. 
Overall the play was touching, 
though inconsistent in places. 
Harry by,Robert Eckhart and 
directed by Pat D'Antonio was 
Ure best of the three plays. It 
delves deeply into the roots of our 
violent American soci~ty. 
Harry portrayed by John 
DuBuclet is a disgusting, ugly, 
dirty, unkept bum. His room is as 
bad. with a yellow-stained 
refrigerator, dirty socks, and 
empty gin bottles. 
Rick Bienieck depicts George, 
Harry's antithesis. George comes 
to Harry's room dressed in a $300 
suit, clean and intelJigent. 
Strangely enough George beats 
upon Harry. 
The violence is gruesome: 
George beats Harry mercilessly 
and then shoots him. The sound of 
tHe gunshot mixed with the 
blood on Harry's body in enough 
to startle a hardened war 
veteran. 
Bienieck and DuCudet are 
convincing as George and Harry. 
One piti~ Harry while trying not 
to run onto the stage and belt 
George. 
In i~'s violence Harry is an an-
ti-violence play. It makes the 
viewer wonder how people can 
treat each other so cruelly. It is 
an indictment to the violence that 
's prevalent in our culture. 
:::::::: . • .~ • II • fl •::::::: 
:::::::: In Roe>ts, we get a view of a Sout~ern gentlem~n :::::;: 
::::;:::looking through Kunta Kinte's hair for lice; politely :::;:;: 
:::::::; waving a handkerchief in front of his face to ward off the ::::;:; 
;:;:~:;: smell. A more realistic view would have the black man :;:;@ 
:~:;:~~~reeling in disgust at the gentleman's smell, the presence of ~~~~~~i 
~;~~;~:~which demands that he use a perfumed handkerchief. ·:;:l:~:~ 
All three plays differ so greatly' ;:~:;:;~And checking Kun ta for lice is ab~urd when you are ~~~:~; 
in emotional and dramatic con- :;:;:;:;covered with them yourself. ;:::;:;: 
tent it is impossible to compare :·:·:·:· A~ d h 1 1 h" ....... . 
them. All are exceptionally good. :::::::: n sue a c ean s ave s ip! ::::::~ 
The order of funniest to violent l~;~~~ll Those are my only complaints. Roots has been easy to ~~~~~~~! 
runs naturally. The pause bet- . ~:;:~:;:follow, tasteful, surprising (frontal nudity at nine!) and ~:~:~:~: 
ween each play as scenery and :;::::::educational. The rest of it promises to be the same. If you :::::::: 
props are prepared seemed about :::::::: R · · ·:·:·:·: 
right, enabling the viewer to con- :::::::;can, .see 0 .ots.. . 1:~:~:~: 
template the previous play. With :::;:::~ Roots will air on Channels 5 and 9 from 9-11 tonight, :::::::: 
such diversion and quality among :::::::; tomorrow from 10-11 and Sunday from 9-11. :::::~: 
~~! :~~~e ~W ~~ ~t~rbc!~e<l~s ur an ce . .!~~~~~~~E;EE~;~;~~;~;~;~;~;~;;;~;~;;;~;~;;;;;~;~~~;~;~~~~~~~~~;~~~;~~~~~;~;~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~;~~~~~;~t~~~~~~;~~~;~~~~~;~~~;~~~~~;~;~;~~E~E~;~;§~;~~~;E~~~~~E~~~~~;~;~-
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Rembrandt?"b~~~r? At UNH Galleries?! 
chosen everything so we'll have 
By Elizabeth Grimm to- have a UN:H Faculty Col-
"It wa~ like a huge puzzle to put lects2 and possibly a third one." 
together;- incredibly difficult to -The diversity of the exhibit is 
set up. But fortunat~ly we had all astonishing. "We very shortly 
of last week to work on the ar- decided that we had too many 
rangement," says Susan Faxon, things to do- just one exhibition 
director of the University art gal- and tried to choose, for this first 
leries. She is referring to the new one, things that would go well 
show downstairs in the Scudder together in a free and spontan-
Gallery entitled- UNH Faculty eous way," says Faxon. Faxon 
CoHects. Eighty-six pieces of art and her assistants have suc-
work owned by UNH faculty and ceeded in arranging a diverse yet 
staff are on display. coherent exhibition; no easy feat-
Last March Faxon sent letters- . for as Faxon says herself, "It 
about 1,100- to all UNH faculty was very hard because it is an 
and staff members asking them if idea that could be very motley.'' 
they had any works of art that One thing that the UNH Faculty 
they might like to share with the Collects exhibit is not is motley. 
University community by dis- The works range from a German 
playing them at the gallery. bible printed in 1550 (opened in 
Faxon Gayo that tho idoa Eor such the cli.::1pla.y ca;:,e tu "Da~ BuclJ 
a show had been tossed around . Job") to a 1976 English litho-
for a few years. She saw a card graph; from v~ry formal 'aca-
in her files suggesting the idea · demic' paintings to very unusual 
and began to organize it. The let- contemporary ones like Karl 
ter emphasized the importance of Drerup's enamel on metal 
drawing from within the UNH African Market. 
community. The display case with the Bible 
"It seemed like stich an ideal also features Gibbon's The His-
opportunity," says Faxon. "In tary of the Decline and Fall of 
fact when people go downstairs the Roman Empire printed in 
to see the show at first glance London in 1789, Another display 
...... they are amazed.'' Faxon says case holds several fascinating 
that many people responded to 18th and 19th century g~logy 
the let\~r and ''We couldn't have books. 
Painting by Sklarski 
. Japanese_ Print from UNH Collection 
. Several UNH faculty and staff 
members own pieces by very 
(Linda MacKenzie photo) 
< 1:4..:d Ack~r, photos) 
well-known American and for-
eign artists both of this century 
and the past. There is a woodcut 
by the German artist Albrecht 
Durer, an Alexander Calder 
gouache titled Diamond Pane--
as colorful as one would naturally 
expect 'from a Calder, an etching 
by Rembrandt and one by Goya. 
There are several lovely Frank 
Weston Benson engravings of. 
peaceful nature scenes, two 
embossed pieces by Vasarely,. 
and a James McNeill Whistler 
etching called Little Rag 
Gatherers. 
"I love the George Roualt 
engraving Two Faces, the Rodin 
Nude and the Max Beckman por-
trait," said an anonymous UNH 
student enthusiastically. "It's 
great to see the famous stuff. 
but of course things like the batik 
by Singapore artist Sean Kim-Joo 
and the Italian Madonna sculp-
ture of straw ·and ceramic are 
just as beautiful." 
"I'm sorry to say that -people 
don't seem to collect as much 
sculpture as two-dimensional 
pieces," says Faxon. But al-
·though the quantity of sculpture 
in the exhibit is limited, the qual-
ity and diversity displayed 
makes up for it. An eerie looking . 
wooden Kubuki mask from Japan 
is hanging above several Japan-
ese prints, and moving a short 
distance across the gallery 
moves the viewer half way 
around the world--to Africa. A 
glass case of African artifacts·in-
cludes a fascinating, huge, 
carved ivory alligator. Sculpture 
from that vast continent-~tong 
Legged Bird, Carved Guinea 
Hen, and Lepers fill another dis-
play case. 
Upstairs in the Carter Gallery 
the viewer will only be treated to 
one artist instead of a myriad. 
ButPainti_ngs by Bonnie 
Skla rski is also a diverse and 
stimulating exhibition. 
Sklarski, in her thirties,. 
teaches fine arts al the Univer-
sity of Indiana and shows at the 
Robert Schoelkolf Gallery in New 
York. She is friends with UNH art 
professors Margot Clark, Bruno 
Civitico and Lincoln Perry (The 
three UNH art-professors plan to 
present __ ~ First Tuesday lecture 
GALLERIES, page 21 
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Vanities opens 
By Casey Holt being dressed like a future fish-
.-Well folks, if you've ever won- :wife in that scene. But she is the 
dered what happened to the ·leader at all stages and hits the 
cheerleaders you envied or target in the end. 
loathed in high school, Theatre by The play is full of inuendos and 
the Sea can answer your mbtle humor and the delivery 
questions. would normally have people 
Jack Heifner's Vanities is rolling in the aisles. But TBS 
playing at TBS through lfebruary always seems to use its smallness. 
13. Vanities is off-Broadway's to some advantage. This time it 
longest running show and it takes 3eems to be to keep people in 
only two or three minutes to . thier seats. A rating of eight on a 
figure out why. It gives women a ten point scale for effectiveness. 
chance to laugh at themselves It's a pretty tough choice in the 
and men a chance to learn about best job of acting department. 
the people they can't live without. Hoff, Barron and Louise stay in 
::haracter throughout and never 
Vanities is the story of three ,let one escape the grip of their 
women growing up, told in three womanhood. And for anyone that 
intervals. They first appear as has had the ex_perience of 
cheerleaders, seniors m high knowing a Myra Culpepper, the 
school and, of course, the most Texas ' bitch accents that 
popular girls in the school. <Ac- predominate in the first scene 
tually; they first appear as soon will have you cringing in remem-
as one walks in to take a seat, for ' --;-ance. 
they are ~lready_ on stage, getti~g . The awara has to go to S!lra 
dre~sed m. the1~ cheerle~der s Louise, if only because she is a 
out~1ts. It 1s quite amusmg to more readily accessible charac-
notice . how many people, ter. Not many of us come in con-
predommantly older males, try tact with the total woman that 
to ~atch a glinw~e of the you~g Kathy becomes (we all know the 
lad1~s as. they sit m front of their high · school organizer, though), 
vamty mirrors. ) and even fewer of us have the 
They . talk . of boys, pleasure of meeting a free spirit 
c/heerleadmg, the ms and outs of like Mary. But there aren't many 
sex while on a date and other of us who haven't met Joanne the 
ve!y important things, even · 1'11-follow-you-then-settle-do~n­
gomg t~ college. . and-get-married-have-four-kids-
. Ba~rmg any u:11forseen ~1f- and-a-garden girl. 
~1culhe~, the audience reahzes Louise plays the diplomat's 
immediately that Joanne (por- · dumb wife as if she wa:s leavi~ 
trayed by Sara 'Louise) will be a for Ghana tomorrow. She has the 
re_gular s.ub~criber to Fami_ly slight drinking problem, the airy 
Circle w1thm ten years, while head and the self-pity that are 
K~thy <played by Holly Barron) req·uired, and a myriad of "I'll 
will lea~ more towa~d just... .. " lines, including die, spit 
CosmOJ?Olltan and-Mary <Rohm and go out of my mind, that is 
Hoff) wdl become a Penthouse matchless. The lights are on, but . 
Forum freak. there is definitely nobody home 
at Joanne's house. Joanne and Mary remain true 
to the mold throughout the play. 
Only Kathy throws the audience 
off. She is a bit too obsessed with 
chicken wire and Kleenex in 
scene one and not quite self-
assured enough to be a Cosmo 
f!irl in· scene two, not to mention 
Director Russell Treyz and seC 
designer Bob Phillips have com-
bined to give the audience an ex-
perience that doesn't stop, even . 
for intermissions. The girls never 
leave the s~~e. doing all their 
VANITIES, page 16 
EATING ~ BRIN"ING 
SIJ.991 
.. THE VERY BEST ,.RIME 111• ·v••" 
Nearly Sandwich•• & Complete· 
n•nner• ••.• Good ·variety Imported 
& Dome911c Bottled •••r• ... Open 
For Lunch and Dinner Dally ••• 
Lounge Op•n To Legal Cloe Ing ••.• 
16 3r• ST. Bl\TEK111U. 
~ 






<Phil McGuire photo) 
Jodi's has moved to the Listening Post 
SALE-Today t~r~ugh Tues., Feb2 
All $6. 98 re·cords $4.50 
All $7.98 8-tracks & cassettes $5.50 
Scotch cassettes (double package) $5.00 
All .Cott quart mixes 3 for $1 
All Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Pepsi Light 3 for $1 
NEW HOURS 9 a.m.-lldO p.m. 7 days· a week 
CONTEST 
Drawing on Feb.~ No purchase necessary 
1st Prize 
8-track car tape player 
2nd Prize 
1 $6 ~98 E Album per month f'orone year 
3rd Prize 
$25 worth of merchandise excluding 
beer, cigarettes and milk 
4th & 5th Prize . 
One calculator 
6th-10th Prizes 
One $6. 98 list album 
r------~-------~---------------~ 
I Name · . 1 
: Address / : 
: Phone : 
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Picture Trivia 
Can you guess this week's picture trivia? Answer in next Friday·s paper. 
Trivia Quiz 
This revival of the Trivia Column will periodically feature 
questions on a theme. To start this semester, we present 
questions on CBS television, situation comedies. Over the years 
CBS has usu{llly had the most popular comedies. See how many 
vou remember: 
i) When I Love ·Lucy first became The Lucy Show, it featured 
Lucy and Viv as two divorcees with children. What were their 
names and the names of their children? 
2) What were the names of the two camps where Sgt. Bilko was 
stationed. 
3) What subject did Miss Brooks teach on Our Miss Brooks? 
4>Herbert Anderson and Gloria Henry played whose parents'? 
5) Which show of the early 60's had a character named Lee Har-
vey Chatsworth'? 
G) What wai; tho namo of tho \1,•oman who Rob Douglae (l\ly 
Three Son§ )married, who played her and how many children did 
they have'? 
7) Barney Fife had a regular girlfriend on The Andy Griffin Show. 
What was her name? · 
8 > What was the nickname of Buddy Sor.el 's wife on The Dick 
van Dyke Show?-
9) The western town of Wretched was the scene of what short-
.lived series'? 
10) Dash Riprock was an irregular character on what show'? 
-
'Sir!ll!Qll!H li].icMofl 
(Ol ·sivo:JHFJd puD s101s!d (6 SaJ~:J!d (~ ·no1 DWJa4J. (L ·s1~dp1 
-CJJO:) DU!.L-a!JD)l (9 S!ll!D o!qo(J (g ·11a4:J1!W ,a:rnuaw aip. sµwaa 
(f' ·4s!13u:;r (f: ·iuowa.i,~ dwv;) puv .iaixvg dwv;) (z ·uDW.Ja4S 
-t{a13Dfl UDIA!A !c\J.JJf puv auns!:J4;)-loD4:J!W.JD;) ~:J11'J(l 
; SJatrtsuy a4.L 
GALLERIES, continued from page 19 ! 'California Sunset and Meadow 
;._'1Sklarski'sworknextmonth.>. 0972), ~.ed River Gorge 0974) 
There are seventeen Sklarski and BuJtalo Creek <1974) 
works exhibited, ranging from Sklarski loves. to be outdoors 
oils and watercolors to drawings. and goes campmg and hiking 
Faxon says, '.'The ,,show ranges around the world to observe 
from meticulous..- intimate little :i,atural scenes for her paintings. 
landscapes to wonderful. almost J wo lovely water~olors rl~splayed. 
fantasy landscapes." According could almost be 1llustrat10ns m a 
to Prof. Clark, Sklarski is "Es- botan~ book--Ferns and Maid-
sentially a landscapist and some . enha~r Fern o.97~> show the 
of the paintings are typical of her ~~chmc~!lY _re~hstic side to 
older style." This includes such ,klarsk1 ~ pamtmgs. 
paintings as the oil lndiana The two exhibits will run until 
Creek 0974). two tiny oils. 1 March3. 
WINTER CARNIVAL '77 
AROUND 11IE WORLD 
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
I 




Bonfire FRIDAY: GreekNightofSin 





East West Park 
8 pm Reggae Dance 




$1 Students .. $1.50 General 
I 
February12 
SATURDAY: 11 am Snow Sculpture Judging 
1 pm NHOC -Midday follies team races 
$~. per team Registerin O~ting Club office 
by Fri., Feb. 11, Noon Prizes! ! ! 
9:30 pm Winter Carnival & MUSO present 
CABARET NITE 
with Trent Arterberry & Gotham 
$1.50 students - $2 general & at the c_loor 
12 Midnight NHOC Midnight Follies 
East Wes,t Park 
25 cents - couples races enter at park that night 
npm. Dance - Strafford Rm. 
February 13 
SUNDAY: 6:45am SKITRIPtoWildcat · 
~egister by Fri., Feb 11 Noon 
in NHOC Office 135 MUB 
$11.50 includes bus and all 
lifts except Gondola 
7:30 pm SCOPE pr-esents (ten.tative) 
TOM RUSH 
John Payne Band 
The Blend 
Students $3.50 - $5.50 general & qt the doo 
Field House 
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Chancellor's office 
LEGISLATURE 
continued from page 1 
tity and appropriate authority of 
the University of New Hamp-
shire, but at the same time· I 
know that we all must work 
together to make the best of 
limited resources.'' 
He sa'id, "The office of chan-
cellor was established to assist in 
our joint efforts, under the Board 
of Trustees, and I feel that 
progress has been made in a 
relatively short period of time." 
Lessard said several other 
members of the Education Com-
mittee were disturbed with 
O'Connor's testimony. "The only 
proponents of the bill were the 
three soonsors." he said_ None of 
the three now want an 
elimination of the chancellor 
position. 
University Trustee and acting 
boa rd Chairman Richard Morse 
said that O'Connor's testimony 
''wa'.s the worst possible solution 
to the problem." 
"O'Connor created a false im-
pression in the minds of friends of 
the University of deficiency in the 
system. Instead he found the 
system is op~rating well." 
Morse said the University 
System has produced savings of 
one-half million dollars since the 
To be ... 
creation of the chancellor's 
~sition. 
Morse also said that one-half of · 
one per cent of the budget is spent 
on the system's operation. 
·O'Connor later said, "I was not 
entirely satisfied with Morse." 
O'Connor said in his testimony 
that he also wants a review of the 
School of Continu\ng Studies 
{SOCS) "because it's a duplicate 
of DCE (Division of Continuing 
Education).'' 
Lila Chase Marshall, director 
of the UNH information office in 
Concord, said that many persons 
at the hearing argued that SOCS 
is self-supporting. 
Morse said, "SOCS operates on 
very limited state funds. O'Con-
nor didn't have accurate 
figures." 
In regard tO" HB 83, UNH Board 
of Trustees Chairman Philip 
Dunlap, in a statement read by 
Trustee Jere Chase, said tre 
"small staff of the chancellor's 
office is an essential managerial 
group if the Board of Trustees is 
to exercise effectively, efficien-
tly and economically its respon-
sibili.ty for the management and 
control of the affairs and proper-
tl of this state's public hig,her 
education system--an $80 million 
a year enterprise." 
or not to be .. 
~entertained? 
Any questions Call No Cheat Charley 





2.07 77 4-3836 
for sale 
Skis For Sale: Spalding Chapral Skis, 180 
cm.; Marker Rotamat Bindings; good con-
dition. · $40. Call Neil at 2-1040; 778--0181 
t Exeter J . Keep_ ~rying. l/28 
1 year-old Ventura guitar, exact ~.Paul 
COIJY . Excellent condition. Humbucking 
pickups. Adjustable steel neck, hand shen 
case. Drigina•Jly $280. Must sell - $150 or best 
offer. Contact Steve, 317 Hubbard, ~-9897, 
2-17:!1!. 
SNOWTIHES · 1:1 ind1. sluddl•d. stcl'lhcllcd • 
l<'iresronPs . l•:xl'l'llt•nl 1·011tlition. A gn•al huy, 
~! l<•ss !han haff prit·1•. s.to pair . ('al! Tom 2-
ftil;.! or !Mill-!11128. Hoom 21: •. 1!2tt 
1973 I.H. Scout II 4 W.D. 345 cu. 64,000 mi. 
New shocks, carb., battery & brakes. Asking 
3200. ~2-1041. 2/ll 
Fooze-Ball table.coin-op for sale. All eJ1;tra~ 
$150.00. Also bumper pool slate bed !$700.00 
new> coin-op. Askmg ~250.00 All extras. Both 
excellent. condition. Call 868-9750. Ask for 
Kim Rm. 358. 2/1 
Opposition to the bill was ex-
pressed by more than a dozen 
other current and former mem-
bers of the Board of Trustees. 
Virginia Steelman, chairman 
of Trustees' Educational Policy 
Committee, testified that the 
trustees' responsibility for the 
quality of educational programs 
"requires the guidance and ser-
vices of professional, experi-
enced people who can apply 
broad-gauge thinking as to how 
the programs of our various in-
stitutions should tit together and 
how resources can be best used to 
meet ptessing needs. · 
"We neea an outstanding, im-
partial professional who can 
bring these resources and 
programs together in an effective 
public higher education system," 
said Steelman. . 
President of Plymouth State 
College Harold Hyde said, uy ou 
can eliminate the office. but 
someone or some group is going 
to have to carry on the functions 
of aGcounting, personnel work, 
purchasing, plant · construction 
and management, program 
coordination, research and. in~ 
formation and like kinds of 
responsibilities which could 
possibly be done by each camp_us 
indeoendently but probably at m-
creased cost and possibly less ef-
fectiveness." 
Lessard said the Education 
Committee will hold an executive 
session sometime next week to 
further discuss HB 83. 
1971 Toyota Corolla 1600 c.c., good condi~ion, 
auto-transmission, radigl new snow fares . 
$700negot. 679-8616, Lee 1'1 .H. 2/4 
1969 VW with rebuilt engine, sound engine, 
body satisfactory $450 negotiable, call 67~ 
8616, S. Lee, N.H. 2/4 _ _,_. __ _ 
'65 Ford Flcon wagon rebuilt starter, rebuilt 
carturetor, new directional switch, new 
brake shoes, recently tuned up. $250 or Best 
Offer. Call Karen at 207-439-2812 or at 
S.V.T.O. office in MUB. 2/1 
pre·paid ·cl_a-ss ad· form 
TO READ AS FOLLOWS: ___________________ _ 
PLEASE PRINT MUST BE PREPAID 
J.11RST INSERTION: $1.00 for 30 words or les.~; $.50 for each 15 words extra. 
EA6H CQNSl:~:llTIVE INSERrtoN: $.25 Maximim number of runs: 6. 
T•tephone numbe1s and dates co~nt as one word; hyphenated words count as two. 
Mist.abs on our part merit one additional run. 
Amt. f.'nd.: 1'0 RUN TIMES. ---
Make checktp"yabte to: The New Hampshtre, Rm. l~l~. M.morial Union. 
Audit concluded 
By Betsy Bair 
An internal financial audit of 
the Associated Student 
Organizations CASO}, The 
Granite -and The New H~mp­
shire done by the University 
last semester found sloppy 
bookkeeping and inaccuracy q_f 
records in ASO and inadequate 
inventorv control and cash 
disbursement in The New 
Ha-mpshire. 
ASO coordinate::; all the other 
student organizations, but also 
has its own budget. 
Montgomery Childs, assistant 
to the Vice Provost of Budget and 
Administration, requested the 
auLlH la::it ::iµ1 iug, i:tULl u::i~Ll Tlw 
New Hampshire . The Granite, 
and ASO for testing. 
The Granite's books were 
looked over by the ;;tuditors ac-
eording to Carol Risch, the year-
book's business manager, but 
they found nothing in question. 
The audit report, which 
examined the 1976 records of The 
New Hampshire, made four 
recommendations to the Univer-
sity newspaper whiChJ according 
· to the paper's Business Manager 
Doug Cardin, have already been 
implemented. 
Susan Colbroth, business 
manager of ASO, also said that 
the recommendations made to 
~hem by the auditors have also 
oeen complied with. 
One of the recommendations to 
ASO was to consider hiring a full-
time bookkeeper in addition to 
the student business manager. 
Childs said a full or half-time 
bookkeeper would "bring 
tremendous benefits to the--
student organizations.". He said 
there was currently a lack of con-
tinuity because of the 
changeov.ers of business 
managers. . 
''Business managers aren't ac-
counting majors," Childs said, 
and therefore the quality of the 
bookkeeping suffers. Childs said 
this recommendation will not be 
fUtly considered until after the 
butlgt:t i::i ~ubmittetl; which will 
be in late Februarv. 
-Another recommendation 
made to the ASO was to make 
cash deposits more frequently at 
the bank, rather than letting the 
money deposited from other 
organizations, such as MUSO, to 
accumulate in the safe. 
All . cash disbursements are 
now documented by an invoice 
and invoices approved by A~O 
treasurer, Montgomery Childs, 
before disbursements. 
At The New Hampshire, 
cameras must now be signed out, 
cash receipts are deposited with 
ASO weekly., and a petty cash 
fund has been established for 
disbursements. 
Get all your art supplies at 
O> 
The Out Back 
1967 Norton 650: new electrical wiring. new 
battery, engine job done in June. good con-
ct1tion includes extras, askmg $600. Will 
talk. Call 664-2422. 2i4 ______ _ 
1974 Toyota land-cruiser, AM-FM radio, 
heater, Roch. Carb, rear heater ... mud & snow 
tires, 4 sp. 211,000 mi. $3800 or H.0. 65~2719. 
1/28 
F.or sale:o '69 Chevy Nova. automatic. oower, 
steering, snows. Bes~ ~ffer over $375. Call 
Norman '142-8592. 2/8 
SR-10 Calculator <Texas Instruments) .with 
adaptor and carrying case. $28.00 lt. Miller, 
Box 611, .Durham or 659-3658 and· leave , 
message 2112 · · 
Attention Commuters! Home-style lunches 
available at.Lambda Chi ,Alpha, 10 MadbUry 
Rd. Reasonable rates! Call Wayne, 862-1290. 
2/1 
Stereo equipment-AR turntable, Stanton 
681EE, $70. 15 reels BASF/SCOTCH . low 
noise tape, $2.50/reel, some sealed. 
Audionies loud speakers, excellent, $125/BO. 
Jim, 868-5631. 2/ll 
'69 Olds Cutlass Supreme .. Excellent con-
dition, PSI PB, Auto, V-8, vinyl roof, snows 
$1150. Cal Scott, Stoke 422, 862-1137 or 868-
9816. 2/4 
BMW motorcycle, 1971, R60/5 .classic biack, 
saddlebags, lleavy-duty_ spnngs, quartz-
halogen headlight, low mlleage (just broken 
in) smooth and silent. $1200. 403-7693. 2/1 
For sale: 1973 VW Bus, excellent condi~ion, 
no rust, . 48,000 miles, .new brakes, tires, 
shocks ,etc., must sell, call 868-7598.1/28 
dwellings 
Apartment avail<1b·e - 2 bedr«X?ms. C!!!J~ral 
Ave. in Dover. $135/mon.th not me. utthttes. 
utilities under $50. Kan-Van stops 20 feet 
from driveway. Contace Dean Hoggs al UNH 
Libra,ry. 214 
4 bedroom fireplace, big kitchen and dining 
room walf to wall rugs, $180/mo. Also, two 
arid three room aparfments available. Call 
collect 1-617-454-1939. 2/15 
Roommate w~mted 2nd semester to share 
Jurnjshed 3 bdrm. apt. Hampton Beach. Split 
$100/mo. plus utilities. Write : Ted Mineau, 5 
Johnson Ave: Ham_pton, NH 03824. 1/28 
lost and found 
Lost a silver and turquoise necklac;e 
somewhere oetween tne mub and the tm 
palace. If found please contact/ Ann East-
man, Williamson 103A, 868-9875. 2/4 
Lost-Grey, long-haired cat with white 
markings on PaCker Falls Road. If seen or 
found, please call Laura at 659-5714. 2/11 
rides 
Wante9/ Carpool from Wolfeboro to UNH 
Mon· for 7: 10 and Thursday for 4:30. Call 
569-4623. ~l! 11 
Wanted - Dependable ride-or riders - Derr)! 
to UNH - Mondays, Wednesdays, ana 
Fridays. Call Karen - 434--0652. 2/11 
services 
NEED A PICTURE? PassJ>Ort, candid '!Or-
trrut, group or team photos. weddinS! 
coverage, legal records, remembranc~s. 
can AfRichardson, 742-4211. Good quaht}' 
with better prices. In color or blatk ana 
white. 2/15 
CUSTOMcMADE CLOTHES: Personal fit in 
yo. ur choice of style and fabric. Top quality 
work. Reasonable prices. Also alteration~1 children's clothes and WINNIE THE POOn 
stuffed toys. Call Susan 742--0306. 2/ll 
Business Teacher will do thesis ,student, 
professional, personal and business. typing 
on IBM correcting Selectric1 choice oI 
style/pitch from notes, dictat10n, or _dic-
tating equipment. Reasonable rates. Diana 
742-4858. 2/15 
PAJNT.You buy it and I'll do the work, fast 
and clean. One room or the whole house -
Anywh~re within l? miles ot Newmarket. 
659-3138. Carol Lavoie. 2/11 · 
History Majors : Come and find out what 
Dave Migliori '76 did with his degree. Feb. 3, 
7:00 ·p.m. Senate-Merrimack Room, MUB. 
11-.- . 1 • --~· _,__---~-
personals 
GOTHAM : You bring the sound, I'll bring 
the silence Feb. 12. l/28 
Can a Phvsical Education mal·or be happy in 
retailing~ Ask Tim Tufts '74 a Career Issues 
and Answers, Thursday, Feb. 3. 7;00 p.m., 
Senate-Merrimack-Room, MUB. 1/28 
Trent ; silent but deadly, Feb .. 12. 1/ 28 
Dearest Pookin, You are my favorite . I ·1ove 
you forever. You.are still my apple and I'll 
still jump for you. I'll never give up . I love 
you. ThePooper. 1/28 . . 
THt NtW HAMt':)HIKt l"KIUAY JANUAKY :lts, 1'1/ I 
'Fello,w' Lydia Crowson 
is a very busy woman 
every day but some of .the kids 
·came back from way out there 
and .had started classes, paid 
their · room and board before the 
·notices caught up to them. And 
·that causes a mess! 
"I enjoy my job as an ad-
ministrator very much. But I also 
.enjoy my job as a lea.cher. I like 
them both. I don't see how you 
can separate them. Some don't 
.see administration as part of a 
'teacher's job. I see them both as 
irelated." 
UNIVERSITY THEATER By Jon Seaver 
"There's a need for someone to 
, h_elp with U~e work in this office 
and for it to be done ·by someone 
who knows the "CTniversity, is at-
tached to it, and not in just a 
purely business way," said Lydia 
CrowS1>n about her job as Faculty 
Fellow in the vice provost for ' 
acadmic affairs office. 
Taking over the job of the for-
mer Assistant Vice Provost, 
Clarence Porter, Crow~;on balan-
ces her daily schedule between 
her second floor off.ice in Thom-
son Hall and the French Depart-
ment . . 
The tall, slim brunette heads 
the University's Academic Stand-
ards Committee and supervises 
the Trio programs, as weH as 
working as the French Depart-
ment's Coordinator and Director 
of me Juntor Year Al:>roact m 
France (Dijon) .Program. 
"I think this job is interesting 
for a faculty member that's in-
t~rested in administration. I 
think anyone in this position 
would be more closely tied to the 
job because of the dual role," 
said Crowson in a business-like 
manner. "It's also a learning ex-
perience working under Dr. Ellis. 
(vice provost for academic af-
fairs )." 
Crowson, who took over some 
of the duties of the Assistant Vice 
Provost job Jan; 4, expects to 
remain a faculty/administrator 
when she h_opes to resume 
teaching next fall. 
She also helps with projects 
within the scope of the vice 
provost office, hears student 
grievances and is in the process 
of learning about "various as-
pects" of the University's ad-
~inistration. Being both faculty 
and admnistration doesn't pose 
any problem for the assistant 
professor of French. 
- "It's. a chance to learn about 
the way the University functions 
as far as its administration and 
not just as part of the faculty." 
The view from the second floor · 
of Thomson Hall gives Crowson a 
unique chance to see things from 
two perspectives. The controver-
sial budget issue, in her opinion, 
hasn't effected educational op-
portunity at UNH yet. 
"Care has been taken to have 
budget cuts only in ad-
ministrative areas so educational 
opportunity isn't affected so far. 
But it has made things harder for 
students--classes are bigger and 
lines longer. 
"You don't have as much 
leeway to experiment though. 
Without tho money you won't 
have new types of classes. I'm 
not sure where, but when there's 
a question of keeping a class 
when there is low student in-
terest there's more of a ten-
dency to let the class go." 
As far as · the collective 
bargainin_g issue, Crowson sa1d 
"My only impression is that it 
would tend fo make any plact 
that has it less the experimen-
ting, researching school to more 
of a trade ~ollege." 
Crowson has set the goals of 
redefining the Trio Program's 
role and relationship with the 
Univeristy and stre·ngthening the 
procedures and policies of the 
Academic Standard Committee 
for this next semester. 
"Trio is essential to New Ha.nip-
~hire because it helps a lot of 
fine kids who are financially un-
derprivileged that would not or-
dinarily have any help at all." 
Students Living In 
WESTGATE & FAIRFIELD GARDEN APTS. 
Know .Your Rights -
We are here to represent you 
· Help Form a Tenants' Union 
Write to: Fred B. Hatch 
Box 31 
Durham, N.H. 03824 
The Trio Program combines 
three services administered by · 
· its Director Paul Loranger. Up-
ward Bound seeks out disadvan-
taged youngsters who are 
sophomores in high schools 
throughout New . Hampshire. 
Education Talent Search is a 
placeme.nt service for those 
disadvantagea students. Special 
Servjces assist them once they 
have been admitted to the right 
-college or secondary school. 
''We ought to define it more 
clearly. There's a questi_on 9f who 
. is eligible and the role of Trio ad-
vising us about the kids' rights. 
It's an excellent, excellent 
program for kids in this state that 
need help. You have to know 
where you can. bend over back-
w.ardio: ·to e>xte>nd holp ond where 
you can't. It's a delicate thing. 
"One thing we'd like to look in-
to as far as the Academic Stan-
dard Committee is to get the 
notices out to kids (who are 
academically suspended or 
otherwise) before they come 
back second semester. 
"Over vacation, we worked 
presents 
THE 4 TH ANNUAL UNDERGRADUATE PRIZE PRODUCTION 
Three Original One-Act Plays 
ADD WATER by Nic~las Mize 
TO FEEL LIKE GOD by Greg Jamback 
HARRY by Robert Eckhart 
January 27, 28, 29 
Hen~~y Theater 






Reservations: 862-2290 ~ 
The Exeter pl1~~IJ;WNS ! i:[j:jj 
hold casting for ~:~:~:~: 
"You Can't Take it with You"!'.~~~!: 
DireCted by Tom Ianacelli tt 
Mon.Jan.317:30p.m. ~~I~; 
Tues. Feb.1 7:30p.m. I~~~; 
At The Exeter Players' Barn fr 
Newfields Rd. Exetr (rte. 85) f;:;: 
N~eded: Men and women - all ages ~~~f 
For furth<Jr info: call 772-6.151 ~:}~ 
., -o- ·_. ~j '(j-.;./ 
. . . .. 
i( - . ..-~·;; fJ 1.4' \' -
. • . <../ 
. . . \....-
. ) - , 
Best wishes for a successful semester 
from the staff of the UNH Bookstore 
~~~~classified ads~~~~~ 
' · :i~rc~~Yln~~~~~~~'I ~~~~;;;~rYLr:w:j~r 7~:~~ in this area.. offering lessons in Tihl't Yoga 
;:~~~~~r~~t~ 11-:~f1 11nl.'.~u"'~'!~~;, a~~. Cf'&'~\~'.~1~~ 
Hereford. in Newmarkl't. I would he ph.>.ast•d 
to giVc you a tree-lrral lesson. No nnugawm. 
nollard-sell. not"<>ntraels. li:i!l-2il2. 211;; 
What is an ARTEHBERHY'~ The <lllS\\W is 
comingFeh.12th. 1/28 
Use the class ads in 
The New Hampshire 
Ceme to rm 151 
Deadline Wednesday noon 
Wh'.1!t• dol's a .s.1les .a·pn~st'nl<1liH• for. a 
ma1or t·nrporat ion do' .lam<·1• < >rlando i5 
t·an t•xplain h<•r r<'sponsihilili<•s with Xerox 
at Can·<·r Issues and Answt•rs. 1-'t•h. :J. i:tKl 
p.M . St'l1ah•-Mt•1Timack Hoom. MlJB. I /28 
II will lw warm in C;ilif. hut it will ht• eoid 
witnout you. ThP _hanlt•st t_hing t~1 lc•ayf.!.-
ht'l11nd will Ix• 2' ~ ol a lantaslte rel!.!l mnsh1p. 
l know l"ln going to spN1d a lot of timt> 
thinking or VOll ... \'OU ill'l' loved dt•arlv and 
will he misst;d. 1/i8 · 
Art• \'OU intcrcslt'd in lweoming a counselor'? 
Hr;1d Allen 'i(i Sndal St·n·in•. will t•xplain 
how hl• found his joh at C'an•pr Issm•s and 
Ans\n•rs. Feh . . :t. i:oo p .m . St•natt•-
_\Jl'rrimark Room. :\IU~. I 2:-; 
Kath in \\'(•st Virginia: Ht•rt•s rnur n•n- first 
personal personal. Hop<.• all is wl'!J. \.\'.rill' if 
youha\"l•adrnnct• . \'.P.1/211 
What is it ·like to hc n woman l'ngilll't'.1"~ ti 
Kathy Kl'SSl.'1 'iti \\'ill ~in• you hl'l',\'il•\\POJnt 
at ( 'al'l'l'I' [SSUl'S ncf ;\llS\H'l'S, fhursd<l \'. 
Fl'i>. J. i:oo p.m .. ,l.;l•natt•-:\krrimal'k Hoom . 
. m.:.u.1 ·28 
:\lath ·.410 ll'Xt : ·computl'r Sl'i('Jll't' ti~· For-
svtlw. Kt•t•mm. t'I.(· : ·wA.-.;TJ-:D -lJSg()_ Call 
Jiavicl lia!1-2nu2. 
Li111<• 1><•oplcs d<l\'.t:nt'l' et•nll'I' is looking for .' 
11.11·11 and w11mc·1~1 . \·olunl<'<'I' to work with ·.: 
1-hil<lrc•n agt•s I:> tmunths to ;; Yl'al°l' in l'itlwr • 
mornings or ;1.(_t'• 'wous. !-'or mon· infor- · 
111atio11. l'all lllill·a tt ,111d ask for .Jan - or · 
, 11mt• bv the l'l'nfl!r in !ht• hu:-:l·nwnt of tht• : 
llurhani Commmms Chureh. 1/.4 
Wanll'fi: 01w suf;tfx•1l. Plt•ast• t•ontad Liz or : 
.lulit• at Kli2·11io:1~-:-fill-!li9l. 2.'4 
:\11:-.' .·student 111t~·t!•slt•tl . m s1•n·mf on tlw 
~~~~~lm ii~~~ ('~~-;;~,~ w::1:k1 ~- t1;111 11~ t·:; t :i~~~:,w~ 
11r llti2· 12!!8 ior mol'!f'it1lonnat'im1 I .':!ti 
atMt . 
To till' pt'f.'iilll who suhr11itte<i ii /'il'tun• of a 
girl sitting 1111 tlw s.!l'ps In porlro in mag. W1• 
n••"d your namt'. 
Sl.\l:\IEH .ll IBS : ! iwr :!IKl.OllO in all ;;o 
st;JIL's·Yow· n1orn·\ ha<'k if nm don't obtain 
~~~~~r;:! "\';~: ~':1.1\0:~~~:~<'.~!"n~~~· 1~l~a~~Y: 
Colkgl'. PA lfi801 :\1·1 now for best selt.•t•-
tion. :2 · ~ 
W.\'.\TJ-:n-Double sim·mattress. 65!1-5:J50 af-
tc>r ;, p.m :!/~ 
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Mt. 'JU.t!!OS OF TltE 114NCHE!.TI'~ 
E6E~TA I~ Hl!~E TD SE£ 'fOU1 
CON GRATVL.A"TIONS ON TH£ 
GOV'ttE~. HC~E CHAftfftGHE, 
SIR? 
DOONESBURY 
2 3 4 
collegiate 
5 7 8 9 





up to $2.10 value 
~ c p I. TEL 868-2280 
~ ARE nARMACY 
~INC 51 - 53 Main St DURHAM , NH 
by Bob Finegold 
uT t>cto11T Yt>" 1l-flNIC 71-iA-r Yao 




by Garry Trudeau 
81/l?BANJ<.. AST UN-
O&l<STANO IT, 7HE3Y'RE 
RAIS~[) IN A8AN[)()NE[) 
50UNt> 5TAvCtl •• 
/ 
by Jeff Millar & Bill Hinds 
IF 1 HADN'T ·Ju~1 
PAID TS-lt;M FIVE fHCXJjANf) 
BUCKS, I'D HAVt; LA~Ef? 
1HEN1 our OF MY OFFIC~ . 
crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Nodded off 
6 Leaf through 
10 Extinct bird 




16 "What's - girl 
like you ... " 
17 - of the litter 
~ The Kingston -
19 Little-known or 
atistruse 
21 One who attempts 
22 Mise-en--
23 - Bailey 
24 Popular tr'ee 
27 Crone 
28 Popular sandwich 
29 Constrictors 
31 In an awesome 
manner 
36 - flush 
38 Thirties agency 
39 Kind of show 
40 Like October's 
stone 
43 Miss Moreno 
44 Nobel prizewinner 
tn Chemistry 
45 Droop 
47 "- Miserables" 10 - badge 
48 Word in Tiny Tim 11 Bay window 
song -12 In f rcmt of 
51 Bowler's nemesis 15 Banner 
53 Ease 20 Turn a ·- ear 
54 Consigned 21 Tend_ency 
58 Funereal item 23 Ralph Kramden's 
59 Anna Moffo, for veh.icle 
one 24 River in Spain 
60 Slur, in music 25 Downtown Chicago 
61 Infant 26 Mexican Indian 
62 Word with house or 28 Certain operation 
shop 30 Conducive to 
63 Arthur Miller health 
character 32 Ex.ist 
64 Football measures 33 Satan.ic 
(abbr.) 34 Apollo's in~trument 
65 For-Warded 35 Certain votes 
66 Foe 37 D_i rector Mervyn -
41 Meet a poker bet 
DOWN 42 Sager-46 Laugh 
1 Lesion mark 48 Kind of cat 
2 Alley 49 Homer work 
· 3 "Odyss.ey" or 50 The common people 
"Aeneid" 51 Mickey Mantfe's 
·4 River to the Rio number 
Grande 52 Claw 
5 - coat 54 Ready -
6 Strictness 55 Exam-ending word 
? Laundry - 56 Dutch cheese 
8 First-rate 57 Disavow · 
9 Enthusiast 59 Two, in Toledo 
ANSWERS, page 6 
2nd Coming 
Water St.- Newmarket 
NEW Shipment IN! 
·WOOL4 WINTER-
Now in stock, w_ool pants & 
shirts. Plus large selection 
of everything else 
Pardon 
VETERANS, 
continued from page 3 
"It's a basic Christian practice 
to forgive, not judge," Burrowes 
said. "If Thomson really cared 
about Christian ethics, he 
wouldn't be doing this." 
Burrowes call·~d Carter's par-
ddon "a way of healing wounds." 
"A lot of people in this country 
haven't ·forgiven, but I think , 
Carter's shown courage and lead-
ership by trying to put it all be-
hind us," Burrowes said. 
In his· speech, Thomson said we 
should rebuild America "in the 
image of the dreams of the fallen 
heroes of our past." 
Richard Goodfield of the Dis-
abled American Veterans and the 
commander of Chapter 23 in 
Farmington said he felt good 
about the memorial service. He 
said draft evaders shouldn't be 
able to return and that they 
should stay in Canada. When it 
was over, Goodfield hobbled 
away supportea oy 'two canes 
§trapped to his wrists. 
Heating 
OIL COSTS 
continued from page 1 
don't know what the temperature 
is in here but it .feels awfully 
warm." 
In Hamilton-Smith, a faculty 
member said, "Yes, it's a ~ bit 
warm in here. That's why Tm 
wearing short sleeves. I normally 
have to teach with short sleeves 
on, becaus..e most of these rooms 
are too warm. '' A student in 
Hamilton-Smith added, " In a 
ctass the other day in this hall I 
felt like I was going to melt, it 
was so hot .~' _ 
Students fo the ffbrary aiso 
complained of the heat. "l tee! 
like falling asleep when I'm in 
there, it's so hot, " one student 
said. "It's too hot in there, " said 
another. -
Ohlenbusch said, "We don't 
plan to cut down in temperatures 
until we know how much of a cut-
back will be necessary to con-
serve fuel." 
,~p 
~ENERA~: • • • . ' .
•MEETING• • • • • • · ALL • • • .- .
• Welcome • • • 
• I • 
:upcoming: 
: SHOW : • • • ELECTIONS • • • •·r 41 •' ues. Feb. 1 • 
• 7 • • p.m. • 
I : 
S Hillsboro- C 
!' Sullivan Rm. i 
• • • - a.MUS ._ tt· . ; •. 
•••••••••• 
t~-;~ M VQAHiAAI. VAOJQ=I :{\lfHlqMAH ·w1"' :IHT 
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,lay· W·orcester St. Sat. 
Cats crush BC 
By Paul Keegan Co-captain · Giarrusso broke a 
The UNH women's basketball UNH school record with a 36 point 
team, utilizing a full=court press effort as the Wilcats defeated 
in the early going, hopped out to a UMaine at Presque Isle by a 91-47 
quick lead and cruised to a 71-36 ·margin in a game· p.1._ayed on 
· victory Wednesday night over : January 15. Giarrusso ~hot an in-
Boston College. , credible 80 per cent from the floor 
• "We really broke them back in in that game. 
the first part of the game," said Sanborn 1ielped out ·with 14 
Wildcat coach Joyce Mills, "I points, seven assists, and two 
was able to pull my starters out , steals while Gloria Coco added 
after the first twelve minutes." 10 points. 
Kathy Sanborn led UNH with 20 
points followed by Maura McCar-
thy with 18 and Jean Giarrusso 
with 11 points and nine rebounds. 
"It was a fast~breaking game 
becau.seof our press," said Mills, 
"but BC.is not one of the toughest 
teams we'll face." 
UNH will host a strong Wor-
cester State squad Saturday at ' 
1 :00 in Lundholm Gymnasium. 
"Worcester will give us a much 
tougher game than BC did,'' said 
Mills, "They1 ve been in the 
regional tournament every year 
that it's been held. It will be one 
of the toughest game~ thus far.'' 
Correction 
The New Hampshire reported in the last issue of last semester 
that the women's swim team would f.ly to Florida to train. The 
team drove in their own cars at their own expense as it had 
planned to do. We regret the error. 
Wrestlers romp, 49-2 
By Lee Hunsaker 
Bowdoin proved to be less tnan a good match last Wednesday 
for UNH's matmen as the Wildcats walked away with an easy 49-2 
victory over the Polar Bears. Mike Latessa led the rout scoring 
the first of four pins on the night for the Cats. 
Bowdoin started off on the wrong foot altogether forfeiting in 
the 118 lb. class. John Boghos had no trouble at all picking up an B-
O win in the 126 divisiOJl. . · · 
The Polar Bears' only points came in the 134 division when Nabil 
Boghos had to come from behind to tie Dave Pitts 4-4: Then the 
rout started as Latessa pinned Art Merrimen with 1: 27 gone in the 
third period. _ 
Captain Walt Nugent followed suit pinning Doug Stenburg in the 
second period of their match. Cnet Davis was even quicker with a 
pin at 1 :06 of the first period over Tom Kaplan. Before Bowdoin 
knew what happened the score was 30-2 UNH. 
Larry DeGara villa was unable to pin his man but nonetheless 
dominated for an 8-0 win in the 167 lb. class. Bill Fogarty was the 
anchor man for pins taking Bear Mike Hayes at 1 :12 of the first 
period in the 177 class. 
Freshman Doug King was impressive in the biggest point win 
on the night handling Mike Latta at will on his way to an 18-3 win. 
This was the first match for King who is just now recuperating 
from a broken arm suffered back in October. 
Bowdoin forfeited the unlimited weight class to make the final 
scor.e 49-2. 
After the match coach Irv Hess tried to remain humble. "With 
only three days practice," he said "you have to be satisfied." 
The match today against BC should be a much more evenly con-
tested affair. Last year the Cats defeated the Eagles 25-15. First 
match is at 7:00. · 
Who are these two men? Well, your guess is as good as 1 
ours, but one of them is UNH's Bill Fogarty and the 
other is Bowdoin's Mike Hayes. Fogary pinned Hayes in the 
177 pound class Wednesday afternoon. <Art Illman photo) 
Hockey 
continued from page 28 
_ BU got the winning goal on the 
power play when Gould went out for 
~-
'1'he kP.v was when we h.'lrl the 
four minutes of power play at the 
end and couldn't do anything," said 
· UNH coach Olarlie Holt after the 
. game. ''They'--<BUl capitalized on 
. opportunity." 
· · .i.'he turning point of the game 
was when we gave up the fifth 
goal," said BU CQach Jack 
Parker, "We realized we were 
embarrassing ourselves.,. 
UNH rebounded against 
Colga~e with a 10-2 thrashing as 
Bob Miller notched the hat trick. 
Colgate had defeated BU 7-4 the 
night before and was tired. 
"That was a tired team out 
there," said Holt in the locker 
room, "It will ·be . interesting to 
see how we do up there 
<Hamilton, N. Y.) after playing 
Clarkson." 
Miller led UNH over Bowdoin 
with two goals and three as~~sts 
in the 7-4 win. The league leading 
Division II Polar Bears gave 
UNH some problems as they tied 
the game at 4-4. 
UNH came into the next three 
games, all at home, looking· for 
two wins and came away winning 
all three 
The first win was 14-5 romp 
over St. Lawrence. Dave :Lumley 
led all scorers with five goals and 
two assists in what began .as a 
wHdgame. 
In the opening 2:06, five goals 
were scored, three by UNH. 
SLU's Dour Walker put the first 
shot on goal by Dan Magnarelli at 
:10. Gould tied it at :41. Ray 
Robertson made it 2-1 SLU at :54. 
Lumley scored at 1:28 and Paul 
Surdam scored at2:06. 
The period ended 6-4 UNH as 
the Saints· played even with the 
Cats.' SLU couldn't keep pace 
though as UNH took control in the 
second period. 
UNH and UVM welcomed UNH 
students with a thriller of a 
hockey game. \ililler scored with 
. 25· seconds left to go in the game 
giving UNH a 6-5 win. . 
"Ralph (Cox) made the play," 
said Miller, "He was in the cor-
ner and I (!Ut for the net. 
"I didn't know how much time 
was left so I just shot it. The puck 
was going wide. It hit the defense-
UNH's ·Frank Roy moves in on Vermont's Tom McNamara in 
Saturday's game which the Wildcats won , 6-5. lScott Spalding 
phOlOJ 
. men's stick and went in." 
- Neither team was able to con-
trol the game though UVM never 
took the lead. The first two 
periods ended with the score tied. 
The Catamounts' cause wasn't 
helped much when goaltender 
Tom McNamara blocked a GouJa 
wrist shot with. his neck early in 
the third period. McNamara was 
taken off the ice as the game was 
· delayed for almost 30 minutes. 
Charlie Holt 
The senior goaltender, pJaymg 
in his last game for UVM, was 
released from Wentworth-
Douglas Hospital Sunday with 
ruptured muscles in his neck. 
McNamara is ineligible to play 
second semester. 
"I've won two of the three, now 
I'm going to be piggish and ask 
for the thrid," Molt said after the 
UVMgame. 
The Wildcats granted HoJt ·s 
wish with a 9-2 walk over against 
Providence as all four lines were 
involved in the scoring. _ Lumfey 
once again was the big gun with 
two goals and two assists. 
Holt st;irted Mark Evans 
because Magnarelli faced ·the 
Friars in the Blue-Green. Evan~ 
stopped 29 shots makmg several 
spectacular saves. 
Providence's main fault wa{' its 
inability to score on the power 
play. The Friars had a two man 
advantage followed by a one man 
advantage in both the first and 
· second periods.. But PC was 
unable to ~et off a good shot and 
{ when it did, Evans came up with 
. thesav~. 
UNH took advantage of 
similar opportunities to score 
four power play goals to build a 6-
1 lead. When Paul Surdam 
scored on a two on one 
breakaway, three seconds left in 
the se-cond period, most fans 
broke for downtown. · 
After the game, Holt said he 
"thought we <UNH> played 
great." 
Jim Harvie received a game 
disqualification and a one game 
suspension for trying to remove 
PC's Brad Wilson's helmet with 
his stick. 
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Bowes loses 
two coaches 
Basketball sports shorts 
.By Paul Keegan strong points. 
BASKETBALL 
continued from page 28 
twenty points twice, 21 against St: TSAS teatns _win hi2 
The UNH football team's 
coaching staff lost two of their 
coaches during the semester 
break; Defensive baekfield coach 
Dino Folino has gone to the 
University of Cincinnatti and of-
fensive backfield coach Ste\'.'e 
Stetson is the new offensive coor-
(jinator at Boston University. 
Stetson, who has coached at 
UNH for thr~e years, helped to 
mold pl~yers like quarterback 
Jeff Allen and ·fullback Bill Burn-
ham into standout performers 
since their_ freshman years. 
A's and 23 against Colgate. , 
But the biggest surprise is 
Dufour. In the last ten games, the 
Nashua, N .H. freshman has 
scored over 20 points in five 
games. Against UConn, Dufour 
had 18 first half points shooting, 
nine of 11 from the floor. He is 
shooting 54 per cent from the field 
with most of his shots coming 
from fifteen feet and out. 
Thompson School, unable to have its members compet~ on 
the intercollegiate level for UNH, has its own basketball teams. 
The female hoopsters are 7-1, in first place in their league. 
Tuesday, TSAS clobbered Claremont Technical Institute, 62-14. 
Donna Stricklen led the team with 18 points. Marllee D' Amico and 
Donna Bartnicki each had 14. · 
"We've been working our tails 
off for the past few weeks," said 
Stetson of his new job, "and I'm 
optimistic about our chances for 
The mens team, with a 4-4 record, is currently in third place in 
·the Eastern Division of their league. They also defeated 
Clar-emont Tech, by the score of 65-49. 
"Botnmen did a fine job during 
their stay here at UNH," ~aid 
head football coach Bill Bowes in 
a telephone interview earJiel.' this 
week, "Folino is moving . to a 
Division I school against major 
competition and Stetson will have 
complete control over the offense 
at BU." 
next year. · UNH-RPI on Ch. II 
"I'm impressed with.the size of 
the kids down ·here," he con-
tinued, "I haven't met all of them 
yet, but I like what I've seen so 
far.'-' 
The play of these two -has 
brought balance to the Wildcats 
attack and wh~n joined with for-
wards Steve Singelais and Peter 
Laskaris and guard Keith 
Dickson, give UNH powerful of-
fensive attack. The result has 
been an improved UNH team in-
dicated by an imprvvcd won-10'30 
record. 
Tomorrow night's hockey game between UNH and RPI will be 
televised on Channel 11 on a delayed broadcast at 10 p.m. WMHT 
of S~h~ectady, N. Y. is providing Channel 11 with the tape. . 
Folino came to UNH last spring 
after a two year stay as a 
graduate assistant at Ohio State. 
Coach Bowes . said that he has 
had "numerous responses" to fill 
the two vacancies. but has made 
no decision yet. 
Wo1nen's lacrosse 1neeting 
· Folino assumep his position at 
a time when the defensive back-
- field was considered one of the 
Wildcats' question marks and 
turned it into one of the team's 
"I'm ver.y , grateful to coach 
Bowes, and I wish his team the 
very best of tµck," said Stetson, 
who them added, "except against 
BU." 
It has been three. years since 
the UNH basketball team has had 
this good a record this late in 
the season. 
The women's lacrosse team will hold an organizational meeting 
in the conference room of the Field House, on February 7 at 4: 15. 
All interested players are urged to attend. 
Clark. aillls at .AHL Diark Bel.lo 
Gary 
Icewolllen host BC, U Conn 
The UNH womens' ice hockey team resumes its schedule today 
with a 4 o'clock en~ounter with Boston College at Snively Arena. 
Tomorrow the Wildcats host UConn, at 4:00 p.m. 
Ex-UNH hockey captain Gordie Clar~. now playing f~r 
Rochester in the American Hockey Leaguei-is leading the AHL in 
scoring with 28 goals. If he continues at his present goal scoring 
pace, he would finish with 54 goals, eclipsing the present record of 
51. One obstacle for Clark is he is now playing with a slight 
There will be a nominal charge to help the club pay its expen~ 
ses. . . 
Boudreau 
shoulder injury.. · 
Going into the BC match the Wildcats sport a 5-2--0 record. The 
Cats lineup has been bolstered with the return of high scoring 
forward Jeanne Menard who sat out much of the first half of the 
season with t.endonitis. 
UtlW~~IDan Herlihy ~:fil~5.MtM~MUMili~~if.illfil~&f.i.~fiiiMl-miifml®.tW.fMl&ii~,1ti@J.• 
Thirteen teams battle for playoff berths 
With a little over a month remaining in the ECAC 
college hockey season before the start of. the playoffs in 
the beginning of March, the 17 teams that comprise the 
Division I ranks are now heading into the h~me istretch 
each with its own particular objective in mind. 
For a few teams the objective is to finish in the top 
four and thus gain the advantage of home ice for tn~ 
quarterfinal round in the playoffs. 
For others it is just making the playoffs by being in the 
· top eight when the season ends and for the rest it is to 
gain ·a little respectibility to help -~eviate some of the 
strain of disappointing seasons. 
A look at the present standing indicates that there are 
still 13 teams that have a chance.of making the playoffs, 
providing one of the closest race!J for a playoff berth in a 
quite a.few years. 
At this point in the season the teams in the division 
can be divided into four main catagories based on their · 
performance thus far and what each one has to look 
forward to for the' rest ofthe sea:>on. 
1. Fir~t Place Hopefuls - New Hampshire(13-i)', 
Clarkson(l 1-2). . 
2. Home Ice Hopefuls ,- · Boston Gollege(9-4-1), Cor-
nell(B-4), ·BostoJi.University (8-4·)). · -
3. Playoff Hopefuls - Pro~idence(8-6), Northeastern(8-
6), Dartmouth(6-6), Vermont(7-7), Harvard(6-6), 
RPl(6-6), Brown(4-6), Colgate(6-~). 
4. Hopeless - Yile(4-10), Pennsylvanis(3-9), Prin-
.ceton(2-11L St. Lawrence(l-11). 
FIRST. PLACE HOPEFULS-For the first two months 
of the season it appeared that Clarkson was going to run 
away with the race for the top spot in the Division, as 
the Golden Knights won t}leir first fen Division I games 
in a row. Since that time, however, two happenings 
have changed the picture at the top of the ranks. 
The first was the tremendous surge by the UNH 
hockey team and the second was a couple of untimelv 
losses that the Golden Knights ·suHered dur'ing ·l:he 
Christmas vacation. 
The Wildcats have won seven ottheir · last eight 
Division I games since the end of last semester, which 
has -propelled UNH from second place to a two game 
lead in first. 
In the same time period, Clarkson lost the only two 
tough games that it played out of a total of six encoun-
ter. The Golden Knights were surprised in the first 
round of the RPI Invitational Tournament by the host 
tMim RPI, 5-2 on Dec. 28th and then three weeks later 
Clarkson traveled to Ithaca, New York and wer;e 
soun.qly defeated by Cornell 11-8. 
Now the Golden Knights are entering the toughest 
part of their schedule, which f~atures five consecutive 
games on the road in a span of ten days in the middle of 
February against Boston College, Providence, Colgate, 
UNH and Boston University. 
UNH also has a difficult schedule over the last month 
·of the season, with 10 of the remaining 13 games away 
from home. It appears likelv then that if the race for the 
top spot in the Division does boil down to UNH and 
Clarkson, it will be their performance on the road that 
will decide the number one seed. Remember also that 
these two teams still play each other two more times, 
once in Durham and once in Potsdam. 
HOME ICE HOPEFULS - Of the four other teams 
that are still hopeful of gaining a home ice berth, Cornell 
and BU have to be considered the favorites on the basis ' 
of their schedul~s for the remainder of the season. 
With 11 games left to be played, the Big Red still 
have two games apiece with- Princeton ·and Pennsyl-
vania, who have two of the wurst records in the division 
and the other seven games are against teams with records 
right around the .500 mark. 
· BU' s schedule is al0s conducive for gaining a home ice 
spot, with the great majority of the Terriers remaining 
games being either at home or in the Boston area. 
The Terriers got off to a slow start this season by 
losing their first five games in a.row, three of which were 
Division I encounters, but have come on strong in the 
last month. 
In BU' s last six division games, the Terriers hiive won 
four, lost one and tied one. All four of those victories 
have been in overtime, 7-6 over Cornell, 7-6 over UNH, 
.4-3 .over Vermont and 6-5 over RPI. In all the Terriers 
have been involved in six overtime games SQ far this 
season, winning five, losing none and tying· one. 
The BC Eagles have played well all season ·and will 
provide a tough challenge for one of the home f&; spots . . 
Since losing to UNH 7-4 back on January 8th, the 
Eagles have beaten Harvard, Cornell and Yale and have 
tied BU 6-6. In the upcoming month BC wil have to play 
l.JNH once more, Clarkson once~ and there exists the 
possibility of two more games with Bl). It won't be easy 
but the Eagles might just sneak into the top four before 
the end of the season for their first chance at home ice 
since1973. . 
PLAYOFF HOPEFULS - With eight teams fighting 
for the remaining three playoff spots, you can bet fhat 
the battle will go down to the last couple days of the 
season before anyone will know for sure which teams 
will and will not advance when the regular season is 
over. 
The two surprise teams in this catagory so far this 
season have been Northeastern and Brown. 
- B.rown was picked by many observers to be the top 
team in the East this season, but have been struggling 
from the onserand have managed to win only four 
games so far in the division. With everyone back from 
last year's squad that finished third in the country, it is 
hard to count the Bears out of the playoff picture so. 
early. Brown is coming off a long idle period because of 
exams and people seem to think that from here on out 
they will begin lo live up to some of their pre-season· 
laurels. - · 
Northestern on the other hand lost many of its top 
players to graduation last year and was not ·expected to 
be any place but at the b'uttom by this time. 
But . the Huskies have surprised everyone with a'. 
young team and are presently tied for sixth place with: 
Providence. If NU can keep going the way they h~ve, 
thP HuskiP-s will have a good chance tp get into the 
playoff picture for the first time since 1966. 
Both Providence and Vermont have been on and off 
teams for most of the season, and after a period near the 
top of the standing, will have to struggle to make the 
playoffs. · 
The Friars play one of the toughest schedules in the 
division and that isn't going to help them towards the 
end of the season. Providence has talented players at all 
positions but lack the consistency that is needed to 
establish a win streak. 
Vermont was · doing quite well until a recent three 
game losing streak in which the Catamounts lost tough 
games to Dartmouth, BU and UNH. Vermont has also 
lost the services of its number one goalie senior captain 
Tom McNamara who was declared ineligible to play this· 
sem5ter 1or allegedly cheating on an exam. 
Three- other teams fighting for a playoff spot, Dar-
tmouth, Harvard and RPI a.have- 6-6 division records at 
present and will have tQ pull ott so~e upsets in the 
coming month to finish in the top eight. _ 
Dartmouth is a bit of a disappointment this seaso_n af-
-ter a remarkable turnaround last season, going from 5-
19 the previous year to 16-ll and sixth place in the 
division. 
division 
Harvard was in this same position last year and did 
manage to sneak into seventh place at the end of the 
season. With a relatively easy schedule ahead of them, 
the Crimson might just be a_ble to do it again. 
RPI hasn't been in the playoffs since 1974 when the 
Engineers finished eighth and went on to knock off the 
·number one seeded team, UNH, in the opening round. 
After an early season slump, the Engineers have come 
on strong; including that win over Clarkson, and there 
just might be- another UNH-RPI playoff contest in the 
making. 
With a record of 6-8 in the division, Colgate has-been 
a surprise to many and for the first time in quite a £ew 
years stilf has a chance tu make the playoffs this late in 
the season. · 
HOPELESS-About the only-important thing that can 
be said about the bottom of the division this year is 
that St. Lawrence }µs an excellent chance to keep an Ivy 
League team out of the cellar position for the first time in 
quite awhile. . 
In recent years that distinction has gone fo Yale, but 
the Bulldogs have already won 4 division games this 
season, more than the last two seasons combined, so it 
doesn't appear they have a chance of finishing last. 
St. Lawrence has only won one game so far, over 
Pennsylvania which has won all of three games, and 
definitely is the leading contender for the number 17 
spot. Princeton has ·won only two games and if the 
Tigers faif into a slump at the end of the season, the Ivy 
League just might retain its hold on last place. 
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Hockey 
UNH 9 PC 2 cat stats 
First period 
UNH 1-0 Edgar <Gould, FontasJ 4:42 
UNH 2-0 Miller(Lumley, CoxJ 11:21 
UNH 3-o Fontas <Powers, Edgar) 11'46 
PC 3-1 Ron Wilson <Campisi) 13:10 
Second period 
UNH 4-1 Roy (Crowder, Surdam) 3:05 
UNH 5-1 Lumley <Langway,MillerJ 11 :10 
UNH 6-1 Cox <unassisted) 11:39 
UNH H Surdam <Roy, Randol 19:57 
Third period 
UNH 8-1 Lumlf!Y <Miller,CoxJ 1:56 
UNH 9-1 Noonan <Langway,Lumley > 11:54 











Name · G A 
Bob Miller . . ...•....•.. : ... 17 32 
Ralph Cox • .. .... . . . . . . . • .. . 20 24 
JonFontas . ......... ··-... 15 21 
Dave Lumley .............. 14 17 
Bob Gould . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . 10 13 
Barry Edgar . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . 13 
Rod Langway , .. . .. . . . . . . . . ·3 19 
Joe Rando . . • .. . . . . . . . . .. •.. 3 14 
Frank Roy ..........•...•.. 
Tim Burke . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
Paul Powers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
Paul Surdam. .............. 10 
Bruce Crowder. . . .. .. . . . .. . 8 
Jim Harvie ............... . 
Gary Burns ............•... 
Terry Flanagan ............ - 5 
Bob Francis . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 0 7 
Peter Noonan ........... ~. . 2 
John Normand . . . . . . . . • . • . .. 4 
Brad Holt .................. O 
Bob Bain.. ................. l 
Bob Blood. ................. 0 
Dan Magnarelli . . . . . . . . . . . . O 
Mark Evans ..... : . . .. . .. . . o 
UNH TOTALS . . . . . .. . . . . . . 129 





























All Tourney team 
Goal - Dan Magnarelli < UNH l 
Def. ·Ron Wilson <Providence) 
Def._ -Tim Burke <UNHl 
For. -Brad Wilson <Providence> 
For. Jon Fontas <UNHJ 
For. - Ralph Cox <UNHJ 
MVP-Ralph Cox <UNHJ 
NCAA Div. I poll 
1. Wisconsin (l!HH •... 73 
2. New ffilmpshire 06-4 J. .•. 70 
3. Clarkson <16-4J. ••• 66 
~-Notre Dame< 15-9) .... !ili 
·"s. Michigan (14-10) .... 46 
saos:ton CoUOQo < 11-6-1 ) •..• '8 
7. Denver (14-9-D .... 41 
8. Boston University CS-7-1 ) ... ,35 
9. Cornell Cl0-5>. ... 35 
l; North Dakota (14-161 ..•. 28 
WMPL Michigan poll 
1. Wisconsin 09-5 > 
2. New Hampshire C 16-4) 
3. Notre Dame (15-8) 
4. Clarkson < 16-4) 
5. Boston College < ll-5-ll 
6. Michigan Cl4-10) 
7. St. Louls n6-9l 
8. Boston Univ. <7-7-1) 
9. Cornell Cl0-5) 
10. North Dakota (14-10) 






Michigan st. 3 UNH 2 
UNH 11 Michigan St. 4 
UNH 7 Princeton 4 
UNH 7 Providence 4 
UNH7 BC4 
Dan Magnarelli • . . . . . . . . . . . 834 
Mark Evans ..... -. . . . .. . . . 439 
Goals/Period l 2 3 
UNH,.. .•... ·".. .. .. 47 40 50 
OPPONENTS. ..... 25 31 32 
Power Play Efficiency 
UNH . ......... ;.... 33-124 









Maine 7 4 UNH 59 
BU 7 UNH 6 COT> 
UNH 10 Colgate 2 
UNH 7 Bowdoin 4 
UNH 14 St. Lawrence 5 
UNH 6 Vermont 5 
UNH 63 Dartmouth 56 
MAINE UNH 
Player ... . • . . . . .. . . FG FT 
Russell ............ 4 6 
Harris ............. 3 2 
Reilly.............. 13 
Morrison . . . . . . . • . . O 
Lapham ........... ll 
Gavett ............. 0 
' Totals . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 12 
UNH 
'P_layer . . . . . . . . . . . . . FG FT 
Layne .......... ·... 0 
Dickson . ....•...... 
Dufour. ............ 3 2 
Singelais. .... . ..... 3 O 
Laskaris. • . . . . • . .. . 6 0 
Herbert . ......... -.. 0 
Cavanaugh . • . . . . . . 8 I\. 
Pardo ... .. ... . . .. . 1 O 
Totals ............. 30 3 
REB PTS .Player .. . • . . . .. • . . • FG FT 
9 14 Layne ............. o 
4 8 Dickson. .......... . 6 
28 Dufour. ............ 6 
0 0 Singelais . ........•. 
4 24 Laskaris .......... . 
9 0 Van Deventer ...... o 
37 74 Herbert.. .......... o 
Cavanaugh . . • . . . . • 6 
TOTALS ........... 20 19 
RE1J _)>j~S 
r .2 DARTMOUTH 
17 Player ..•... ~. . . . . FG FT 
2 8 
9 6 
Cubas ..... ,. ·.: . . . . • 10 
:Flores ............. O 
7 12 Hooper ... :. . . . . . . . i · 
0 0 Davis ............. . 
3 16 Clark .. ............. . 
1 2 Gavtier ........ .. . . 
32 63 Roby .............. O 
Enright. ........... 0 
Edmonds ......• . .. 
TOTALS ........... 27 
Season stats 
Name 
.Laskarls .............. . 
Dickson . ..........•.... 
Cavanaugh .-.......... . 
Dufour; . .......•........ 
Singelais . ............. . 
Herbert. ..........•.... 
VanDeventer ......... . 
~~~: ::::::::::::::::: 
.saskys ........ . ...... . 
Jones ................. . 
belaney . . ....... · .•.... 
Parker ....... , ........ . 
Smith ................. . 


































171 . .550 
133 .549 
108 .537 












UNH 63 Davidson 62 
UNC-Charlotle 104 UNH 68 
UNC-Wilmington 88 UNH 68 
East Caroling 76 UNH 65 


















































UNH 89 Canisius 77 
UNH95 Colga te86 
UConn 76 UNH 56 
UNH76 BU70 




















































l.NewHampshire CI7-4J ..... . 13 
2. Clarkson < 17-4-0 ) ... , . . • . . . 11 
3. Boston College< 12-5-1) . . . . 9 
4. Cornell < 10-5-0 l . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 · 
5.BostonUniv.~9-7·1! ......• 8 
6. Providence< 11-7-0) . . . . . . . . '8 
7. Northeastern <B-7-0l ....... 8 
8. Dartmouth <7-6-IJ ......... 6 
9. Vermont (8-9-0J . . . . . .. . . . . 7 
10. Harvard t8-8-0J . • . . . . . . . . . 6 
. 11. Colgate <9·9-0> . .. .-.. .. . . . . 7 
12. RPI <9-8-0J . ..... ·~......... 6 
13. Brown 18-7-0l . . . . • . . .. . . . . 4 
14. Yale <5-11-ol .. •. . .. . . • . . .. 4 
15. Pennsylvania <5-10-0l .. ... ; 3 
16. Princeton <2-12-0l. ........ 2 
17. St. Lawrence < 6-13-0) .... . . 
not including last night's 
Princeton-<.~ornell game. 
UNH 9 Providence 2 
Bu 6 RPI 5 <OT) 
BC8 Yale3 
Clarkson 10 St. Lawrence 2 
RPI 5 Northeastern 2 




St. Lawrence at BC 
Saturday 
Dartmouth at Yale 
UNHatRPr 
Cornell at Penn. 
St. Lawrence al BU 
Princeton at Clarkson 
Northeastern at Colby 
Monday 



































UNH 49 Bowdoin 2 
118-Scott Wood !UNHJ won by forfeit 
126-John Bogh0s t UNH Id. John Renzulli 8-0 
134 - Nabil Boghos <UNHI tied Dave Pitts 4-4 
142 ·Mike Latessa WNllJ pinned Art Merriman 
150 - Walt Nugent <UNH I pinned DougStenhurg 
158 · Chet Davis ( UNH I pinned Tom Kaplan 
167 - Larry DeGaravilla < UNH I d. Andy Goldherg 8-0 
177 - Bill F'ogarty < UNH J pinned Mike llayes 
190-Doug King<UNHJd.PcteLatta 
UNL · Chip Tarbell <UNH J won by forfeit 
Track team hosts 
Bates and Vermont 
By Lee Hunsaker . 
With only five days of practice UNffs track team will host a tri-
meet tomorrow against Bates.and Vermant at 12:00 at the Paul 
Sweet Oval. First semester results in meets against Maine, Tufts, 
1 Army and UConn have pleased coach John Copeland. 
"I'm very happy with the early season results," said Copeland 
"particularly with the distance men who are just coming off 
cross-country." 
Copeland noted Mark Berman, George Reed, Gary Crossan, 
and D'"'ve Gelin""" as the distance men of particular interest. 
Berman has posted a 4:17 mile while Reed has run a 9:()9 in the 
two mile. 
Copeland also pointed out John Demers as another exceptional 
performer. Demers, who runs the 600, is ranked second in the 
ECAC posting a best of 49.4 seconds. -
Copeland looks at the 600 and 1000, run by Don Deroo, as 
possible "decisive events" in today's meet. . 
Sprints and hurdles seem to belong to sophomore Mark Gori 
whose specialities are the 50 yard dash and 45 yard hurdles. Gori. 
is currentlv ra.nke<f second in New En11:land but should be pushed 
by Jim Warren, a transfer from Villanova. 
While Berman aua tteed lead the track portion of the squad shot 
putter Lou Porrazzo commands the field events. . 
While Berman and Reed lead the track portion of the squad shot 
putter Lou Porrazzo commands the field events. Porrazzo took 
· firsts against Maine and Tufts and placed against Army throwing 
a personal best of 55 feet 11 inches. During semester break 
Porrazzo also took a secdnd at the tournament at Dartmouth. 
Steve Marcotte has been showing possibilities of 15 feet plus ef-
forts in the pole vault. Chip Wood, a specialist in the high -jump 
(6'6"), will add strength to that position as he comes_ off an ankle 
injury. 
Both the k>ng and triple jump are pOtting in good performances 
according to Copeland with Tim Pendry leading the long jump 
with a best of 21 feet 7114 inches. 
Bates looks to be the favorite for today's meet having been back 
in school for more than three weeks . "Vermont,.' ' stated 
Copeland ''has had an excellent recruiting year, but so have we 




No. I Wildcats 
visit Ullion, RPI 
By Ed McGrath 
·The UNH hockey team begins the 
tooghe;t part of its schedule tonight, 
when the Wildcats take on Division II 
power Union College in Schnectady, 
N.Y. Tomorrow night UNH will play 
~I in Troy, N.Y. 
Tonight's game is the frrst of ten 
· away. game; UNH mlL5t play. Th~ 
Cats will play three more regular 
game; in Snively Arena. 
"It's going to be tough," said UNH 
coach Charlie Holt, "We're not going 
to be able to win everything. 
UNH enters the final stretch with a 
13-2 Division I record 07-4 overall ). 
'llle wuocats are nrst m rne :f;CAC 
and ranked second in the lattst 
NCAA coaches Poll behind 
.Wisconsin. 
Union is in third place in the We;t 
Division of Division 11 with a 4-1 
record. Overall the Dutchmen are 1~ 
2-1. 
The amazing thing about Union is 
that its hockey program is only two 
ye.ars old. In all liklihood, Union, ~ 
team of freshmen and sophomores, 
will probably be in the playoffs for 
the second ye.ar in a row. 
Union is coached by Ned 
Harkne>s. Harkne>s is the former 
coach of Cornell and the Detroit Red 
Wings of the National Hockey 
League. From 1~-1~0 Harkness 
led the Big Red to four co~tive 
ECAC championshiJE., His ambition 
is to make Union a Division I school 
either next year or the year after. 
Tomorrow night, RPI will be out to 
avenge an earlier 6-5 lo;s in Durham 
toUNH. 
The Engineers are making a bid 
for one of the last four playoff spots. 
Playoff hope; were strengthened 
when transfer goalie Ian Harrison 
came and stabilized the RPI defense. 
RPI has a 6-7 record in the ECAC, 
8-7-1 overall. The Engineers split two 
game; in Bffiton earlier this week 
defeating Northeastern Monday, 5-2, 
and lffiing to Bffiton University, ·6-5, 
in overtime Tuesday night. 
UNH bring5 a five game winnin~ 
streak into the Union game. The 
Cats' only lo;s since the Michigan 
State trip before Quistmas has been 
a 7-6overtime lo;s to BU. 
Prior to the lo;s to BU, UNH 
defeated Princeton 7-4 and 
Providence 6-4 to win the Blue{;reen 
T(itUTiatllent and Bffiton College 74. · 
Ibe Wildcats overcame a 3-0 first 
period deficit against PrinretOn and 
held on to win against Providence 
after the friars erased a 4-1 UNH 
1 lead. 
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UNII goaltender Mork .E,•ans makes a kick so,,9 on a shot by Qn unid@ntifi@d Colg:.ate pl:.1ye1 
during the Wildcats 10-2 win during vacation. (Lee Hunsaker photo> -
l.iNH took the lead early in the Be 
game. Captain Barry Edgar scored 
after 24 seconds of play and Bob-
Goold scored a shorthanded goal on 
a breakaway giving the Cats a 2-0 
lead. The Eagle; were unable to get 
any clooer than one goal. 
BU's Dave Silk scored a hat trick, 
including the overtime goal to lead 
the Terriers. UNH had a 5-1 lead 
early in the second period but two 
quick goals and a fight turned the 
game around for BU. 
Tim Burke and Tony Meagher 
were ejected Jor fighting. Num-
erous pename; were cauea as ootn 
side; played shorthanded for much 
of the second period. 
BU came back to tie on goa.Js by 
Silk and Mark Hetnik. UNH had the 
_chance to Win when Fay received c: 
double minor with just 55 seconds lef1 
but the Cats couldn't beat BU goalie: 
Jim Craig. 
H qckey page 25 
spQr_ts 
Cats • win· eighth game Men's gymnastics 
will not compete while Dartmouth reeled off 12 By Andy Schachat straight points to climb back into It wasn't pretty but it was still the game. 
a win. After opening up a 39-24 The Wildcats put on a spurt and 
halftime lead, the UNILbasket· with four minutes left led 51-42. 
ball team hung on to defeat Dart- Eight straight Dartmouth points 
mouth College :>9-56 last Wed- brought the score to 51-50 with 
nesday night in Lundholm Gym. . two minutes left in the game. 
"We came to win and we did," Clutch foul shooting by UNH 
said UNH head coach Gerry Friel guards Keith Dickson and Paul 
after the game. Dufour prevented the Wildcats 
After an almost perfect first from suffering defeat. In the last 
half, the Wildcat offense fell two minutes each hit four foul 
apart scoring only 20 sec~nd half shots to preserve the victory. 
points . . UNH was scoreless for Dufour led the team in scoring 
the first seven Jllinu~es of the half with 20 points tying Dartlflouth 
Freshman guard Paul Dufour lets fly with a jump shot 
against Colgate during the semester break. Dufour led the 
Wildcats to a 59-56 victory over Dartmouth with a team high 
20 points. <Ed McGrath photo) . 
guard Larry Cubas for game high 
honors. · 
It was Dufours shooting that 
led the Wildcats to their fifteen 
ooint halftime lead and it was 
Cubas' shooting that. led Dart-
mouth back into the game. 
The win brought UNH's record 
up to 8-9 on the season with eight 
games left on the schedule. It 
-was the Wildcat's fifth win in 
~ven J!ames. 
After a four game swing in 
North Carolina which saw UNH 
win one of four games, the Wild-
cats came back to New England 
and started playing their best 
ball in three years. t 
A basket at the buzzer by Keith 
Dickson to beat Davidson Colege 
kept the Wildcats from being 
winless in their wing through the 
Tar Hee1 state.- Dickson's 18 foot 
shot as the buzzer sounded gave 
UNH a 63-62 win over Davidson in 
the Charlotte Invitational Tour-
nament. After that game the 
Wildcats lost to UNC-Charlotte 
104-68, UNC-Wilming-ton 86-68, 
and East Carolina 76-65. UNH 
left North Carolina with a 3-7 
record. 
Back in familiar New .England 
surroundings, the Wildcats won 
three straight, berating St. An-
selm's 93-77, .Cansius 89-77, and 
Colgate 95-86. UConn took some 
sting out of UNH, beating the 
Wildcats 76-56 but UNH reboun-
ded with a victory over Boston 
University 76-7ft. 
As the students returned for the 
second semester there was much 
optimism about the team. But the 
balloon burst last Monday night 
w_hen the Wildcats lost a disap-
pointing game to Maine 74-63. 
After a 34-24 lead at half, the 
Wildcats lost momentum and the 
game as the Black Bears out-
scored UNH '50-29 in the second 
half. The Wildcats bounced back 
after the Maine game to beat 
Dartmouth. · 
In trying to explain his team's 
turnaround, head coach Gerry 
Friel pointed to the southern trip. 
''The teams we played in North 
Carolina were so good that 
playing them made ·us a better 
team, '' he said. 
Perhaps the biggest reason for 
the basketball · team's recent 
success is the improved play of 
'two players: center Tom 
Cavanaugh and freshman Paul 
Dufour. In the recent games 
Cavanaugh has asserted himself 
offensLvely having scored in 
double figures in ten of the last 
eleven games. He scored over 
BASKETBALL page 26 
By Gerry Miles ~ 
The mens gymnastics team, which has gone unbeaten in the 
last four seasons will not compete· because of lack of interest. 
Only one student came out for this years team. Dick Trembaly, a 
senior last year and a stand-out for the last two years didn't even 
want to participate. . ... 
The women's team will com_pete this ye~r and are expecteq to 
have another top team this year with many veterans returning. 
Six members of last years top six performers were lost to 
graduation, three other members, Tom Vangorder, Duncan 
Mackenzie, and Fresham Greg York transfered elsewhere to 
compete. . 
'~You can't compete with just one man," said gymnastics coach 
Lou Datilio. Datilio added that his team received "too litte sup-
port from the student newspaper who was too busy poking fun at 
Governor Thomson instead of supporting in a positive way the 
other program_s we have here.'' 
Datilio has directed to the te~rn to the New England Champion-
ship last year. The Cats were favorites to sweep all six events. 
They came clese to that- mark taking five of the six team events 
and sweeping three all-around events. _ 
;Bill Mccurdy, one of the graduated team members once again 
turned in an excellent pevormance and was the first place 
finisher in the mens all-around. 
After the New Englands the team went down to Penn State for 
the NCAA Eastern Regionals in which they placed seventh. Mc-
curdy once again-was the Cats top performer. 
The UNH women's team remains in existence and will begin 
their season Tuesday afternoon (2: 30) in_ Lundholm Gymnasium. 
Friel to BC? 
By Andy Schachat 
There is a j~o{>pening for a college basketball coach in Ne 
England and the name of UNH head coach Gerry Friel has bee1 
mentioned for the position. It is the position of head coach 
Boston College where current coach Bob Zuff elato has announ_cec 
_his resignation effective at the end of the season. . . 
Friel's name has popped up because of his past association 
with BC, having been' an assistant there under Bob Cousy foi 
three years before coming to UNH. During that time Bosto 
College became a nationally ranked ~earn. . 
" I have in no way seeked the job, ,. said Friel in a recent inte 
vi~, leaving speculation open as to whether or riot someo 
representing Boston College has seeked Friel. • · 
According the NCAA rules, Boston College would have to ge 
permission lo talk to Friel from UNH Athletic Director Andre · 
Mooradian and they have not done that yet . 
"No they have not contacted me as yet and I wouldn'~ expec 
them to at this point," Mooradian said, "Right now BC · 
probably getting some names together and I would assume the 
would be interested in coach Friel. . 
" Knowing the ethics behind the whole thing I don't think B 
would contact any athletic director· asking permissior:i until afte 
the season is over,' ' Mooradian said, ''They wouldn't want to ta 
to any athletic director asking to talk to a eoach now when 
have a season going on which could disrupt our whole season." 
_Boston College Athletic Director Bill Flynn while confirmi 
that he has not contacted Mooradian did not s~y his school wo 
definitely wait until after the season to make a choice. 
"We're not going to restrict ourselves," Flynn said ,in 
telephone interview yesterday, "We have set a dead.line fo 
March 15th but it could be Feb. 15th." 
When asked if Gerry ~·r1e1 lS oemg considered for the jol\Flym 
replied; "We are not giving out to anybody the names of anybod 
undP.r considerat.ion. We are not confirming or denying anythin 
all of our applications or dealings or considerations are confide 
tial." 
